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Women's soccer and field hockey fall in
first weekend of their respective NCAA
Tournaments.

77ii> Asian Student Union and the
University Program Board team up for the
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NAACR BSA protest budgeting
Groups argue SGA committee's decision to revoke front-end budget status
BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

news editor
NAACP and the Black
Student Alliance face elimination
as front-end budgeted organizations by the Student Government
Association after the SGA
Finance Committee Thursday
night voted to cut them.
After more than 70 concerned members packed the
M-vn ( \msi 11 mmtM /hmgnplm halls of the library to attend the
SGA President Law Stoney,
committee's meeting, the full
right, speakt to supporters.
SGA senate will vote tomorrow

night on whether or not to continue the groups' FEB status.
In addition to |MU's
National Association for the
Advanced of Colored People
and BSA. the other seven
organizations that an* funded
on the front-end by SGA with
student fee funds aiv: Campus
Assault ResponsF, Panhellenic
Council.
lnU'rl:r.iU'rnit\
Council, Student Ambassadors,
SGA, University Program
Board and Sports Club Council.

"This is SGA's biannual
review of front-end budgeted
organizations," SGA President
levar Stoney said. "Each FEB
has a chance to say how
they'n' still in line with their
mission statement."
By being h-ont-end budgeted, student groups have large
line-item budgets guaranteed
for the following fiscal year.
Other non-FEB groups are limited to receiving no more than
$4,000 thmughout the year from

SGA's contingency account.

After holding an emergency
meeting Wednesday night,
NAACP leaders sent a mass email to supporters about
Thursday night's finance committee meeting. "Everybody
sent the word out fairly quickly," senior Shawn Harris, a
member of NAACP, said. "We
just wanted to make sure we
had a fair shot and a fair chance
like everyone else."
One member of the finance

BY DAN BOWMAN

assistant sports editor
In the wake of what looked
to be another disastrous ending
to a football season, coach
Mickey Matthews finally was
given something to smile about.
The Dukes pulled a stunning
34-31 overtime upset of the
College of William & Mary
Saturday, that not only brought
IMt
within i
one win of
Saturday
.500 for the
season, but I
■bo virtually
Tl
knocked the
Tribe out of
postseason
contention.
In overtime, after freshman
linebacker
Isai
Bradshaw
sacked W&M quarterback Dave
Corely for a loss of seven yards,
the Tribe's Greg Kuehn kicked a
42-yard field goal to give the
W&M a 31-28 lead. The Dukes
had one final chance to score,
and on second -and-nine from
the 24-yard line, freshman quarterback Jayson Cooke, who
replaced sophomore quarterback Matt LeZotte midway
through the second quarter, was
able to scramble 23 yards, down
to the one-yard line. Two plays
later, red-shirt freshman tailback

Approaching
winter brings
rising threat
of meningitis
BY JANE MCHLGH

see MENESGITIS. page 5

see SGA, page 5

Hines' touchdown
in OT lifts Dukes

Lights, camera, action

senior writer
As winter nears, experts say
cases of meningitis will increase
and people should be aware of
the infection and its preventabve methods.
There are two main types of
meningitis, said Linda Smith,
associate director of the
University Health Center.
According to a handout fn»m
the Health Center, a person may
contract either viral or bacterial
meningitis, the latter being monsevere, which "may result in
brain damage, hearing loss or
learning disability "
Both?1 pesarcaninfectkmofa
person's spinal cord ft* .*d as well
as the fluid that surrounds the
brain, according to the brochure
Additionally, according to
Smith, the two types are associated with the same symptoms, most
commonly including high fever,
severe headache and stiff neck.
"It can start out as mimicking
flu symptoms [but) the difference is mat the headache is not
subtle |and the symptoms)
increase pretty rapidly," Smith
said. Symptoms usually appear
within a few days after exposure
to the virus or bacteria, she said.
People are "encouraged to
seek medical assistance immediately if they feel these symptoms." she said. "Early recognition of the iiilectkm is crucial and
prompt treatment is important."
Furthermore, Smith said that
even if a person has sought
medical help, if their symptoms

committee, junior Bellamy
Brown, voted to approve the FEB
status of NAACP, while three
members voted against it — junior Glenn Bukowski, sophomore
Wesley Hedgepeth and sophomore Melissa Laughner. Seniors
Joe Hill and Mary Beth (ames
and junior committee chairman
Mike Goodman did not vote.
Brown, Hill and (ames voted
to continue BSA's funding,

Raymond Hines was able to run
untouched into the end zone,
giving the Dukes the 34-31 win.
"I think we probably made
some plays today we hadn't
been making," Matthews said
referring to both Cooke's play
and the defensive stop by.
Bradshaw in overtime. "I
thought the way we played in
overtime really was encouraging for our future. 1 was concerned at the end of regulation,
but we really played well on
both sides of the ball."
Bradshaw, who subsequently was named Atlantic 10 defensive player of the week, said,
"On the sack, 1 knew 1 was coming free. The back came
towards me, and then I avoided
him, and then I was right there,
right in his face."
Cooke said that improved
concentration and more productive practices were the key to his
playing well against the Tribe,
while motivation to win came
from the seniors.
"When we came out it was
'let's do it for the seniors,'"
Cooke said. "It was their last
home game, they've been with
us for leadership through the
whole season, so 1 think it was
see JMUS, page 18

*

HANNA MARTINSONA mlnhunnt phdmitntphtr
A new stoplight at the Intersection of Forest Hills and Port Republic roads will
be In working order by Dae. 1, according to the traffic engineer responsible for
the construction of the light, Rusty Campbell. "All that Is left Is to run a wire
and put up the lights and camera," Campbell said.

IKA\ is c"11\<;f \HII/Mtfor atougnyfcw
Redehlrt sophomore tailback Rondel liaalii rushes during
Saturday's 34-31 overtime win over the College ot WNUam 4 Mary.

Students to sign up
Upcoming meteor shower illuminated
Professor explains meteor dynamics
for alternative breaks
BY GAYLE BOWERMAN

BY GARRET HILLER

senior writer

The Alternative Spring Break
program will hold a sleepover in
the College Center Grand
Ballroom Wednesday evening as
a prelude to sign-ups for domestic trips the following morning
Students can arrive at the
ballroom starting at 5 p m
Wednesday to receive their priority numbers in line. Between
6:30 and 7:30 p.m. they can
leave to get sleeping bags or
food. However, it they are not
back at the ballroom by 730
p.m. when attendance is taken,
they will lose their place in Una,
senior Kristen Bertram. ASB cocoordinator, said.
The night before nip signups is an event in itself with
food provided by Buffalo Wild
Wings, Papa John's and other

local vendors, Bertram said.
Various organizations like
Madison Dance, New and
Improv'd and Madison Prefect
will perform for students in the
ballroom, according to Bertram.
The performances start at 8 p.m.
and a different group performs
every half hour until 1 am,
Bertram said.
ASB sign-ups previously
were held in Wilson Flail but
with increasing turnout for signups, the College Center
Ballroom was selected to accommodate the growing level of
interest, according to Bertram.
"This is our first time in the
Grand Ballroom," Bertram said.
"We used to be in Wilson but we
outgrew it — we were sleeping
out in the halls and all over the
see ASB. page 5

«.

contributing writer
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March 3 l*9i. The coWtVpath (indicated by ihe red line)
intersects the otbit ol Ea»rV.fr«prti«ni»d by the green iphere|
In two ploces. The grey lubilance near the intersection of tke
comet's path and the Earth's orbil represents the point where
the cornel's debris was (rapped in the gravitational pull
v\KMIMVKnY/«>i«"n

In preparation for the meteor
showers taking place tonight
and tomorrow, a physics professor spoke on meteors and comets
Friday night in Miller Hail.
"literally the whole sky will
be lit up with falling stars,"
Associate Physics Professor
William Alexander told the 60
planetarium attendees during
his two 60-minute presentations.
"You might sec flashes of light,
or streaks of light, all originating
from the same point. We might
be seeing anywhere between 70
and 100 per minute."
Tonight and tomorrow's
storm, referred to as the Leonids
meteor shower, is composed of
the debris left by the Comet
55/Tempel-Tuttle when
it
passed through Earth's orbit
first in 1767 and later in 1866.

according to Alexander. He said
it likely will be the strongest
meteor storm since 1966, when
the Earth passed through the
trail left by the comet.
"Monday night the Earth will
pass through the trail from
1767," he said, "and Tuesday
night the trail from 1866. Because
of the way that the Earth is positioned, Europe will get the show
on Monday and the eastern part
of North America will witness it
on Tuesday."
For best viewing, Alexander
said he recommends that students go outside at about 430
a.m. Tuesday and look east. If
one is facing Wilson Hall on the
Quad, he said, east is in the
direction of Warren Hall.
The comet completes its
elliptical orbit every 33.2 years,
set METEOR, page 5
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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18
• N \iul v-.mli hurvivorsGroup meeting wiJ ll beheld at 7 p.m.
Contai i hit i«'t more mtonn.iinMt.ii >v
* it* Cenlerfoi IhmslattonandlntapnWiQniparaoii
Ir.msl.itin^ IVn-trv.' .1 uiwittHw by French poet,ewoyist .uxl
tnraktoi [■cauttDanas, imm-UOtoop.m m1.ivk.r404 fa
DKMB Monnnon Canted ( hnstuphe fa*hon>atx£35l2orn"f/iLm r
! >\ su e.iislh<p. meets at 7:30 pm on the fourth floor
Of VV.invn f ..ill ( »<nl.k1 /*T»i/irihr with questkins.
• TTx- Annilean ASM*. ...turn of University W<nnen Harrisunburg
and the K.K kir^Kim County Council of PTAs will team up to
or"l tactile Hflttwayc Bullying, Teasing & Sexual

Haraasnwnl in School: A Pand I^ussion'«« 7pm in the
longham ( ountv Hoard <* Sunemsors Room, at the County
AilmiiH-tiation Budding .it 20 B. Gay St. The event is open to
the pubtk I of man nih'rnuhon contact Lone Merrow at x8-

KIH

3979 or nurnnite.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19

• I he ( l iilcr ior Translation .nul Interpretation sponsors
speaker |ohn l"ne\al.K In MoR Ibngua Means More Jobs"
from 5 to 7 r> m in I.ivlor 4(>4 lor more information contact
Chri'.tophe Rethnre at \8 3512 or fTtkOKX.
• The Asian Student Union, Korean Student Association ami
Asian Sisters In Alliance present Yellow Rage.'' Two women
from Pennsylvania will express aggressive spoken word poetry, at 7p.m."inGrafton-Stovall Theatre lor more information,
B mail yhoigsmx.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20
• The Center for Transl.ition <IIKI IntiTiri't.ition will sponsor
Vition.il Security end the I ■nglMgfl I risis," .1 |IIBMHllHni
of speakers, from B lo 7 pm in the IT Ballroom The wellness
passport event will include individuals from the Deparnnent
of I X'tense. Ftdtral Bureau of Investigation. National Security
Administration, National Institute of Health, National Foreign
Language Center and the State I Vpartnient Pot more information contact Chnstophe Kcthore at \S1T12 or rcthorcx.

• M.H \l |\1l v women. - rij-hN organization, meets at 6
p m. in Taylor Wl I ot more information, contact Blu at
■ torn
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"We don*t look for what
we can get from the customer, but we look to find
what service(s) we can
offer them."

Student teaching program

NEWS

18, 20021 THE BREEZE 13

Professors in the School of
Education advise on teaching tips and online instructional programs.

PETER DENBIGH

co-founder. WildWires
IM

story below

Graduate
student Local business celebrates anniversary
wins GE JMU graduates work to solve computer problems
award
BY DAVK NORMAN

BY ERIN HILL

contributing writer
Tracy Epps, a graduate student at JMU, was a recipient of
General Electric's Student
Intern
and
Co-Op
Contribution Award, which
honors interns who exhibit GE
values
and
demonstrate
intense leadership skills in
their assignments
As an intern with the
Independent
Brokerage
Group
Communications
Team, Epps designed, developed
and
built
IBG
Lynchburg's
Crisis
Management Web site in her
first 13 weeks as an intern,
she said.
Epps' supervisor Monica
Dean Bald, "Iracy created a
fantastic Web site that wouldn't have been possible without
her. She put together a secure
site fso] in case a crisis did
occur, people would be able to
retrieve information and get
connected to links
Epps said she actively was
involved inGE's Day of Caring
in which she had a vital leader
ship position and helped
organize activities and volunteer opportunities
"Every year, GE lakae halt
a day and volunteers their
services. I volunteered with
the Big Brother, Big Sister
Program," Epps said. Her
group helped paint the organization's building.
According to Randy King, of
GE Financial, GE has a finder
program and diverse intern
groups, 35 percent of which are
minontn-- I .1 hinan< ial pm\ ides
products and services that help
people invest, protect and retire
Epps plans to look into a
position
with
General
Electric. She currently has
made it into the third round
in the Communications
Intern Program that provides jobs.

contributing writer
A business formed by two
JMU graduate students seeks to
address computer problems
that college students may have.
WildWires began in October
2001 by Petef Denbigh ('02) and
Saunders Roesser ('02). The
company has just celebrated its
one-year anniversary and has
become very successful.
Denbigh said, "WildWires
was created to provide services
to students that students can
afford. We've both been students and understand the financial restrictions college students
must deal with."
WildWires serves two primarv technology segments of
the JMU community.
According to a Nov. 7 press
release from WildWires, "The
first is tlu' installation of
telecommunications and datacom wiring (for example: telephone, video systems or computer wiring) ... in several offcampus houses and apartments
...as well as new coastrucrion
projects including both home
and commercial."
Gary Beany and Bill Kiner
own several off-campus houses
and apartments and are both
clients of WildWires. The
WildWires press release also
noted that Beatty and Riner
"enjoy increased rentability of
their properties that have been
retrofitted to include television,
teleptome and high speed internet in every room."
WildWires also offers technical support for computers and
network
systems.
The
WildWires press release stated
that its specialization involves
fixing the problem on site. JMU
students directly see more of
this service, as Wild Wins
employees frequently travel to
dorm nx>ms or apartments to
fix computer issues that students may have. They also offer
customer support contracts to
local businesses and aid in consulting computer purchases for

both individuals and businesses. The tech support services
WildWires provides can be
found at http:/fuuw.un\dwiresonline.com.
Denbigh and Roesser said
that WildWires has teamed with
JMU's computer helpdesk, in
turn helping Wildwire's customer base grow enormously.
The JMU helpdesk is not
allowed to physically work on
student-owned computers; the)'
are only able to provide as much
Ehone support as possible. The
elpdesk recommends vendors
to work on student computers.
and through this avenue
WildWires has received large
amount of new clients, Denbigh
said. "We don't want to compete with what the services the
helpdesk provides. We prefer to
be looked upon as more of an
asset to them, allowing us to
provide services they are not
physically able to do," he said
The company has been a
success through its first year
of operations as Denbigh an.
Roesser both noted that the
company presently is generating profit.
Currently the company w
continue
to operate
in
Harrisonburg. Opportunities
for other location may ans*- in
the future. Locations such as
Blacksburg, Charlottes vi He
and Morgantown, W.Va. have
been discussed.
Denbigh noted one of the
reasons the company has hac
continued success is that "we
don't look for what we can get
from the customer, but we
look to find what service(s)
we can offer them."
Denbigh
and
Roesser
received
undergraduate
degrees from JMU in 2001, and
both now are enrolled in graduate pn>grams here. Denbigh
is currently in the masters of
business administration program, expecting to graduate in
2004, and Roesser is presently
in the computer science masters program expecting to
graduate in 2003.

BRIAN ( I >KJ i<; u'> rh.<il,erilpher

WildWires. a computer business started by Peter Denbigh (02). left, and Saunders Roesser
(*02), right, Is located at 1400 Technology Drive In Harrisonburg. Formed in October 2001, the
company currently employs two full time and seven part-time employees.

Jewish heritage video collection comes to Carrier Library
BY CLARK NLSSLLRODT

contributing writer
Carrier Library has now
become one of only three depositories in Virginia that will
house the entire Jewish Heritage
Video Collection.
The collection, which consists of about 200 feature and
documentary films, is a project
of the Jewish Media Fund.
According to its official Web
site, the Jewish Media Tund is a
non-profit organisation that has
been working since IW2 in the
advancement of Jewish education through film and television.
Jeff Clark, JMU's director
of Media Resources and
Classroom Technology, who
has been pursuing this proj-

ect since July, said |MU is
very fortunate to have been
able to take advantage of
such an impressive collection. "We were lucky that
there was already an organized collection in the area of
Jewish studies," he said.
"The Jewish Media Fund has
presented a great opportunity to take advantage of a
great collection."
Although Clark does not
feel that entire courses will be
built around these works, he
said there are many different
programs on campus that will
be able to use this resource to
their advantage.
"Having the Jewish Heritage
Video ( ollection available at

-64The Jewish Media
Fund has presented a
great opportunity to
take advantage of a
great collection.
-Jeff Clark
director, Media Resources and
Gassroom Technology

JMU offers a unique opportunity to become educated about a
specific religious and cultural
heritage that's not onlv foundj-

tnuul to mil sodaj life and
thought, but also continues as a
living part of it," he said.
Clark also added that this
OOflecHon will be able to be
Checked OUl bv the general public. "We want the community
involved," he said. "This collection can be loaned outside, just
like a public library."
Although the collection is
valued at approximately
$10,000, Carrier Library only
had to commit $2,500'to the
project, Clark said. He said
the Charles H Revson foundation
matched
Carrier
Library's funds, and the
Jewish Media Fund will pro\ iilc the remaining $5,000 to
bring the collection to JMU.

Senior
Amanda
Wattenmaker, president of
Hillel, JMU's Itudenl Jewish
fellowship group, said ihe
wa-. MTV txdtM to Me thai
JMU would become home to
such an impressive collection
HUM- have definitely not
been
widely
publicized
resources for Students who
are pursuing social science Of
histon resources in that
area," Wattenmaker said.
Wattenmaker also added that
it is important to know the IHT
itage of different people in order
to gain a global perspective
»labby I ake, a sophomore
who serves as publicity chair for
Hillel said it is important to have
resources like this because it

helps to promote understanding, awareness and acceptance
in the community.
According to I -ike," I think it
is sjn excellent resource to have,
and it gives people at JMU and
in the local community a source
fbr answers u> questions they
might have about Judaism, but
never Sited before
According 101 prose release
from
Media Relations, in
addition to the \ ideos in Ihe
collection, study guides on different aspects of Jewish life
also will be available.
Parts of the collection
already are being cataloged at
t ante Library, and the entire
collection should be completeby January, according to Clark.

Education professors comment on pre-service teacher program
BY MATT LIBHRATI

Faculty members from the College of Education speak on
aspects of Instruction Involving pre-servlce teachers Thursday.

staff writer
Discussing techniques for
pre-service teaching, two education
professors spoke
Thursday afternoon in Health
and Human Services Building
room 1301.
The pre-service, or student,
teaching program ptOVklei
JMU pre-service teachers an
opportunity to research and test
a struggling 4th or 5th grade
reading student in a local elementary school. In their talks,
the professors focused on the
effectiveness and results of the
pn>gram by studying and interpreting undergraduate journals
and responses online.
Karen Broaddus, assistant
education professor, spoke
about the format of the case
studies and used student
journal responses and papers
to make points. Each preservice teacher took notes and
tested the progress of their
elementary school student,
she said. At the end of the
semester, the JMU pre-service

leathers wrote | paper summarizing their experience and

research conclusions.
Broaddus said the program
benefited PBBSHVlOS tea. hers
by giving "students a greau i
view of literacy" and increasing
"personal learning."
Broaddus also discussed
weaknesses in the program.
She said undergraduates tell
uncomfortable writing and
choosing appropriate materials for the elementary school
children. She also spoke
about the lack of urban diversity within the program and
the difficulty of picking
materials to help improve
slate test performance
( harles Watson, director ot
the school of education, said.
"Harrisonburg is the second
most diverse school district in
the state," and since then are no
urban cities near JMU, nothing
can be done to facilitate urban
learning He slid urban learning is different front traditional
learning becuase it incorporates
teaching with an emphasis im

64
Harrisonburg is the
second most diverse
school district in
the state.
— Charles Watson
direclw. school of education

-»5
tlu Importance ol drversttj hie
,ilso said malenal quantity and
quality are "directly related to
funding" and materials are purchasad and used based on recommendations from surmundingschool liistruN
Associate professor of education Tamara L Jetton spoke
about the online portion ot the
program. Undergraduate students participated in an online
discussion forum to discuss
their individual case studies
with the struggling elemental v
school readers, ins said. Jetton
discussed the importance of

technology as a "way to
expand learning beyond the
classroom' and the need to
stress the "importance of the
dis. ussion board" when presenting the different requirements ,>t the cats study.
She outlined several positive and negative aspects of
using the onhui' discussion
system. She sauT most of the
positive impacts involved
multiple users being able to
\ iew and comment on specific problems. The forum gave
undergraduates
multiple
perspecth es on different
challenges and created an
excellent en* uonment for
active problem solving techniques according to Jetton.
She highlighted instructor
input and Iru rtSjed depth of
issues as other positive
impacts of the forum.
Negahw BepeCb of the
online forum also were dist ussed letton said that since the
forum only could handle written responses, gestures and oral
irspoiws wen1 lost
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News

SGA food drive to benefit area charities
'Madison Challenge'fosters strong relationship with community
BY OAYLI BOWIRMAN

contributing writer
Various student oiganizattora will a>mjx'k' this wmfc in
"Madison C huenflB/ .1 KindnWns drive tocoDecl non-perishable ftxxl (or Mercy House
and other community charities
The Student Government
Association's
Community
Att.iirs Committee organized
the event and asks that donations be dropped off at the
si, \ ..trice, Taylor 234, by
Thursday, Nov. 21, according
to a flyer from SGA.
The food will be donated to
local
families
before
Thanksgiving, according to
Jennv Brock well, chairperson
of SGA's Community Affairs
Committee. The committee
will talk tot.ils this weekend
and announce the winner of
tne
competition
alter
Thanksgiving break.
"We tried to look for a gnmp
that would have the most local
effect possible, since it is our
goal to foster a stronger relarion-

ship with the Harrisonhurg
community," SGA President

I ewStonty Mdd
According to Bnukwell.
the organization! currently
participating
are
Boarder line.
Gymnastics

Club,

JMU

Dietetic*,

Madison
Marketing
Association
and
SGA.
Greater Madison, an alumni
group on campus, also is collecting, although thev are
not competing.
Brockwell said the SGA
currently is accepting clubs
and organizations that want to
Participate. "No one has
rought anything in yet. so
any clubs that are interested in
joining are still welcome,"
Brockwell said
Brockwell said the winning
organization will receive a
pizza
party
with JMU
President I in wood Rose, for
which local Domino's Pfasi
restaurants will donate 16 piz/.is The winning group also
will receive an engraved brick

to be placed in the sidewalk by
the Alumni Center
The second-place club wins
a tree movie screening ot their
choice at C.rafton-Stovall
Theatre
from
University
Program Board, Brockwell
Mid Ihird place earry. the
right to paint one of two rocking chairs to be placed in
lavlor Down Under.
According to Brockwell,
ludging will be proportionate
to the number of members in
an organi/,!tion I or example.
a club with 30 members that
donates 150 cans of food
would win over a club with
300 members that donates the
same amount.
Stoney, who said he proposed (he Idea, said he learned
of the concept while browsing
I aatent Kentucky University's
SGA Web site. There, students
spelled out the school initials
on the football field with collections Brockwell said she
hopes to be able to do the same
in coming years

\n \II\H fnmr*gtI
IN |MI
are holding their weekly
it 7 p m in Taylor
ill For more inform
mail
diazlm
m
usii
www.jmu.edu,
HTH 458 s M
Programming Committee will
in inform.ition booth
entitled
"Sa\
Shedding light on college stu(rorn ll
i to 2 p.m. in the
i ml fnm 431
p m ,u UREC.
i Ian Yourorsky, national lecturer fo. People For II;
Ireatment Of Animals will
speak .11 7 p.m in Taylor 203
tor nion' information on this
wellness passport event. e-mail

TmumflyaVad.can.

I AM 111 I \RK/<fMn/aiwi(f"

Freshman Jessica Mlsner donates canned foods In the SGA
office Friday for "Madison Challenge.' a food drive sponsored
by SGA and beneflttlng Mercy House and other charities.

Domestic Attemativi
Break sign-ups begbi al 7 IJB.
Thursday in the< oUej
Ballroom, ll itli.it students save their spots
in line by spending Wi
■ the i oDege ( entet
l-'ntertainmont an.f f<xx1 will be
provided For more If.
tad ASB@jmu.tdu.
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The JMU Adult
Degree Program
meeting took place at
noon Thursday at the
Paul Street House.
Leah Glngerich (left).
of Harrisonburg,
writes down information on how to complete a bachelor's
degree through a customized program of
study. The meeting
addressed steps to
take after going back
to school to earn your
college degree. For
more Information on
the Adult Degree
Program, call x86824 or e-mail Vickie
Lllley. Adult Learning
Services Coordinator,
at adult-degree-pr<y
gram 0Jmu.edu.

Only thr
this

reezes left
ster.

Don't miss your chance
to write for News.
Contact David or Khalil at x8-6699.

HUE LOVJ-MAN/tfcfl?phmgrupher

Aquatic ami Fitness Instructors Needed
at Augusta Medical Center
AMC currently has relief positions available in our Lifetime Fitness
Center for Aquatic Instructors and Fitness Instructors. The qualified
applicant must have appropriate certification through a National
organization. CPR and first aid certification One year teaching
experience required. Must be flexible with scheduling.
NO BENEFITS.

*%*m
A comedian and recovered
anorexic talks about the
dangers, prevention, and
recovery from Eating
Disorders

\>^

Interested candidates may apply in person or submit a resume to:

Monday, Nov. 18th
7pm
Grafton Stovall
Free-Passports Welcome

Augusta Medical Center
Human Resources Department
78 Medical Center Drive
Fishersville, VA 22939
Fax (540) 932-4707 or (540) 332-4707
Email: mholly(*augustamed com

Sponsored t>y The University Health Center and
Leelle George Memorial fund for Eating Dleorders Awaranese

MI-IIM

* LATE NIGHT SPECIAL *

rrr

amii <z tooKoni

LARGE ONE TOPPING
AND
BREADSTICKS

DIAMOND
STUDS
FROM

ONLY $10.00

•150*

16 BREADSTICKSONLY $5.99 ALL DAY!
1:30 am Mon-Thurs 3:30 am Fri & Sat
12:30 am Sun
u^zitzct fox

v

1433-7272

Ghziitmai

llvKKiBBtVia itt. \ \.'JtMII«("4ll>4tl 1st;

iHIM..i ir*

*

AFTER 8 PM EXPIRES 05/31/03

LARGE ONE TOPPING
$8.50 W/ COUPON
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SGA committee's decision protested

SGA, from page I

while Laughner, Bukowski,
Hedgepeth and Goodman
voted to revoke its FEB status.
The hearings for the first
seven clubs ran smoothly, with
few club members attending the
IM«Ung and the committee voting to continue their FEB status
In addition to the NAACP hearing drawing 70 club supporters,
several SGA members spoke
against the two groups.
"If they do not affect the
majority of campus," senior
senator Jeff Burke told the committee, "then I do not believe
they have the qualifications to
continue as a FEB group."
Only 17 members of each
organization were allowed into
the library conference nxim for
the closed meeting, leaving
more than 50 supporters in the
halls. "They should've had it in
a bigger facility," Harris said.
"Everybody was under the

impression that everybody
would be able to speak. We're
here for support anyway, even if
we can't be in there."
Sophomore Gina Ko|as said,
"I think that the show of minorities today proves to JMU that
even though we're small in
number, we're strong in might."
According to Stoney, "It was
great to see supporters out for
NAACP and BSA. It's good to
see how important these organizations are to the community,
by the turnout."
Tuesday night's meeting will
be held in Taylor 202, the usual
meeting place of the SGA senate.
In order for the senate to deny
the groups funding, a two-thirds
vote is required to pass the committee's recommendations. "I
don't see it passing," Goodman
said, "because two-thirds is a
pretty tough measure."
Rojas said, "If they decide to
vote [against NAACP and

-46
JMU's black
community, although we
may be few in number,
we stick together.
— Michael Tinsley
junior. NAACP leader

99
BSA], there will he .1 evolution
You don't take away fmm the
little people "
To earn FFB status and
maintain it, a group has to mivl
four criteria, according to
Goodman. He said the organization must have a campus
wide impact. The impact of the
group must be important, necessary and not already be pnvvided by another FEB gmup or

university department. The
group must need to be budgeted on the front-end, as opposed
to throughout the year. And the
impact of the group must be
wide and necessary.
Chartered in 1986, JMU's
chapter of NAACP has about 30
to 40 regular attendees at its
meetings, according to senior
Wendy Chambliss, club treasurer Its vearly funding allocation
is about $10,000, according to
Goodman.
NAACP has had FEB status
for the last four years, according
to Karen Mercer, assistant director of the University and
C Ol lege Centers.
Sophomore
Olayinka
Majekodunmi, second vice
president of NAACP, said, "It
would be very, very, very hard
for the NAACP to function if
we're not front-end budgeted."
In BSA, which has the motto
"Unity is Strength," about 20

members participate in weekly
events, according to club president Amanda C laytoi a senior
Goodman said its current fiscal

year allocation bS22/J81.

While SGA's constitution
requires the biannual review
of all FEB groups, the committee hearings in 2000 went
smoothly, with each group
being confirmed. "Two years
ago it was in a fairly informal
manner,'' Goodman said. In
addition to having "a more
conservative committee this
year," Goodman attributed
the differing results to senators and representatives coming in and speaking.
Junior Michael Tinsley, a
leader in N \A< P. said he was
disappointed with the proceedings, but still confident in the
group pulling through. He said,
"JMU's black community,
although we may be few in
number, we stick together."
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Meteor
shower
examined
Ml II OR, from page 1

Alexander
said,
passing
through the Earth's orbit on the
way. The gravitational pull of
the Earth's orbit traps the
comet's tail, leaving chunks ol
frozen material, usually some
composition of water, ammonia and carbon, which many
scientists liken to a "dirty
snowball.
according
to
Alexander.
William Tempel and Horace
Turtle each independently discovered the comet in 1865 and
1866, respectively, Alexander
aaid They derived the comet's
orbit and with that information
were able to show that the
Leonids meteor shower, which
occurs every year in late
November, was linked directly
to the comet.

Meningitis prevention explained ASB invites students to sign up
MENINGITIS, from page 1

worsen, they should return to
the doctor.
Each person's progress
after diagnosis varies greatly,
according to Smith. "|It|
depends on the type |of
meningitisl, the time it was
caught, the type of treatment
that was administered and
the time it was administered," she said.
The handout from the
Health Center said antibiotics
usually are effective in treating
the infection, but early detection plays a vital role in the
effectiveness of the treatment.
Viral meningitis is normally
not serious and usually
resolves without specific treatment, it stated.
According to The Center
for
Disease
Control's
Division of Bacterial and
Mycotic Diseases Web site,
www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dbmd, a
spinal tap is the main way to
determine if a person has
meningitis. A doctor performs the procedure by

inserting a needle into the
person's lower back where
the spinal fluid can be readily
obtained and assessed.
Smith said of all college students, freshmen are most at risk
of meningitis and are therefore
required by JMU to receive the
vaccine, which typically lasts
about three years.
Freshmen are more likely
to
contract
meningitis
because "(of) their lack of
sleep, their immune svstems
are more fragile and [they
live in a) close communal setting," she said.
In order for people to help
guard themselves against both
types of meningitis. Smith said
they should wash their hands
often, and drinks, cigarettes
and utensils should not be
shared as the infection is spread
via respiratory and throat
secretions. It also can be passed
through kissing or being directly coughed or sneezed on by a
person with meningitis.
The Health Center handout
said the virus and bacteria "do

not survive more than few
minutes on environmental sur
faces, [such as) tables chain
and clothing.
According to Smith, the
Health Center will "administer oral antibiotics to stu
dents who have come in
direct contact with a person
with meningitis."
Additionally, Smith said the
vaccine for meningitis is available at the Health Center for
$70. Unlike other medical facilities she said that sime the
Health Center is non-profit, the
vaccine is available for the
same cost that the Health
Center pays for it.
Although the vaccine is not
100 percent effective, the
Division of Bacterial and
Mycotic Diseases Web site Mat
ed, "The vaccines are very safe
and hjghlv effective."
Smith' said, "The Health
Center has a real goixl relationship with the hospital ... so
there's a rapid and direct communication if a student is MIS
pected of meningitis."

ASB, from page i

stairs, and it became a fire hazard."
Bertram, who went on a trip
as a freslunan, called the sleepover "just the beginning" of the
sign-up process. "It's become a
tradition," she said. "It's
become more of an event (over
the years). We make it fun with
food and music, and learning
partners come out to speak."
Based on attendance of
about 100 people at a recent
ASB Interest meeting, it is anticipated that at least that many
will take part in sign-ups.
Bertram said that usually everyone who attends the sleepover
will get a spot on a trip. There
are 135 total spots available.
Those not able to be placed on a
trip will be put on a waiting list
According to Bertram, then?
will be 15 domestic trips this year
with 12 peopk" per trip. Each trip
has two leaders and one k'aming
partner — a university faculty or
stiff member. Bertram stressed
that the faculty/staff members
"aren't chaperones but an' along
for legal reasons. They incorpo-

rate learning moments into the
trips," Bertram said.
Some of this year's destinations include Miami, New
Orleans, New York City,
Jacksonville and Daytona Beach.
When students sign up for
stic trips Thursday, they
must pay a $100 deposit. The
total cost for domestic trips is
$225, Bertram said
For the first time, there will
be three May session ASB trips
available. According to Bertram,
although the trip to Jamaica
already is full, students still can
sign up for trips to the Bahamas
and Honduras. Students can
sign up for the May session trips
at any time in Wilson 204,
Bertram said.
The Alternative
Break
Program exists through a special
partnership
between
Community Service-Learning
in the Center for leadership
Service
and
Transitions,
Presbyterian Campus Ministry,
the JMU chapter of Habitat tor
Humanity
and
Catholic
Campus Ministry.

I>anna Durham, Assistant
Director of Community ServiceI earning, said she is excited to
be working with ASB in preparing upcoming trips
Durham spoke about the
importance of the ASB program
at JMU. "What we hope we are
doing is building a community
here at JMU that encourages
service and understands that it
is a learning experience,"
Durham said. "We can serve,
but in the process we are (also)
learning a great deal
Junior Tito Espinosa, ASB
co-coordinator along with
Bertram, became Involved with
the organization to try something different.
"Here I was a sheltered colk-ge student who was all of the
sudden immersed in a community which had needs I could have
never imagined," Espinosa said.
For more information on
Alternative Spring Break and
available trips, go to the organization's
Web
site
at
www.jmu.edu/csl/asb or e-mail
asbQjmujrfu.

We've all done things we regret.

Don't add to your list of regrets.
Place an advertisement with The Breeze.
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jimple ^rleasures
veasures ^af e
GREAT FOOD
REASONABLY PRICED

Plan Your Holiday Catering
Daft... To my Landlord for not letting
me know I needed Renter's Insurance
BEFORE our building caught fire.
From an unhappy tenant who now
has nothing but toasted memories.

Now Open for Dinner Friday & Saturday
New Hours:
Mon-Thurs 11-5
Fri&Sat 11-9
• Fresh Baked Breads & Goodies
• Homemade Soup & Salads
• Care Packages
• Catering for all Occasions •
498 )UmJL M<J.

Get Ready for Life Skills
cob.jmu.edu/lifeskills

floor sKrad Deli

564*2988 @
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Pild «dvcrtl»nnent by College of Bnri»tM

Puzzled?
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Your Housing Needs
for Next Year...Met!

• Individually Leased 4 Bedroom, 4 Bath
Luxury Apartments
• Phenomenal Pool and Sunbathing Area
• Fantastic Fully Equipped Fitness Center
• State of the Art Clubhouse
featuring a Wide Screen TV and
*m High Tech Stereo System

442 4800

*

www.sunchase.com ^*i^
Visit us at the JMU Housing Fair Dec. 4, 2002
at PC Ballroom!

*
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"To sense individual identity,
one needs to look no farther
than utterances of I am.'"

"Aren't you tired of being ranked
15th and 25th for various other
superlatives?"

CARLOS ALEMAN

ASHLEY NIMMO

assistant professor
■M

see latter, pace 8

sophomore
column, below

ASHLEY NIMMO
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Rain thought of
in positive light

ANt>4tajGUARAWTEr |FJ>
VC THIS I'LL NE.VEK '
SA^E AfrAIN?

c
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EDITORIAL

Consumers must also take responsibility
She was our rock, our saving grace, our backbone
when we didn't have one.
She was Miss Cleo. Bui now
it seems that Miss Cleo
allegedly is nothing more
than a Los Angeles-born
woman "trading fortunes
told (or a fortune lost"
Call me for your $80
reading? According to the
Nov. 15 issue of the Daily
News-Record, "the companies behind Miss Cleo's
psychic hotline (Access
Resource Services Inc. and
Psychic Reader's Network
Inc.) agreed Thursday to
forgive $500 million in customer bills to settle a federal lawsuit alleging they
fleeced callers hoping to
glimpse the future."
The claims state that
although Miss Cleo's ads
advertise a free reading, callers
are redirected to a 900 number

which is reported to charge
$4.99 per minute Over six million people made the call,
apparently
thinking
that
although all other 900 numbers
cost money, this one was free.
There's a point when the
victims might be causing part
of their own pain. This
woman's TV ads say she is a
psychic. It's a cliche point, but
it's a good one: If she's really
a psychic, why does she need
to make money off other people. Can't she just predict lottery numbers?
The
Federal
Trade
Commission's
Consumer
Protection Chief Howard
Beales is quoted arguing
against the companies. "I'm
no psychic but I can foresee
this: If you make deceptive
claims, there is an FTC action
in your future." Yes, any person or company making
deceptive claims in ads should

Has the term "buyer
beware" been lost
on this segment of
our population?
be punished and taken off the
air. But who are these 2,000
people who actually decided
that this mystical woman with
her head wrap and Jamaican
accent actually was talking to
them personally?
The article reports that
callers who dialed the magical
digits were harassed with up to
10 calls a day from the agency,
usually recordings that "Miss
Cleo had a dream about them
and they should call back."
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"To tlie press alone, chequered as if is with abuses, the world is
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— fames Madison
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This was probably the headsup to many patrons, but there
had to be a few that called back
wondering what Miss Cleo
had seen about their future in
her crystal ball slumber.
Has the term "buyer
beware" been lost on this segment of our population? Are
these the same people that buy
soft pretzels off street comers
then complain when they get
stomach aches?
It's not to say that psychic
reader's aren't legitimate. The
ignorance here comes in the
consumer and company relationship Logically speaking,
why would a company not
charge any money for its services and still be able to have
commercials plastered all
over late-night cable access
channels? Perhaps these customers really did assume that
she was making her money
off the Florida Lottery.

Everyone seems lo hate the
amount of rain that we have
been having recently. Myself
included. In fact, I'm going todo
a rough estimate and say that 65
percent of the voiced complaints
about how much the rain sucks
have been compliments of mine
At any rate, I realized that my
complaining about the rain was
not going to make it go away,
unless of course I complained a
whole lot and with such authority that the rain just packed its
bags and went running back to
its real home in Seattle But I'm
too lazy to do that, so I should
make the most of all the rain.
Here is my list of what to do
when Harrisonburg suddenly
resembles a Costa Rican rain
forest, sans poisonous frogs and
nice, warm weather.
Start bottling the rain water
and selling it for exorbitantly
high prices to our drought-ridden neighbors in Charlotesville
You're probably thinking,
"Wow, that's a great idea, and I
bet the girl who came up with
that idea is incredibly attractive
and intelligent." All of this is
true. But I already have been
performing the said activity for
months now so it would be
futile for you to attempt to copy
me. I just wanted to mention it
so that everyone would appreciate the true maniacal genius that
I am. I have accumulated over
S5 million from selling water,
which I currently am using to
buy a palace and a cast of monkeys to perform an offBroadway reindition of "Les
Miserables." If you promise to
strike up my aquiantinship and
buy me Crystal Clear Pepsi —
which 1 have been craving since
19V> — maybe you can stay in
my palace too. I even could let
you hang out with the monkeys,
but I'm warning you, they are a
bunch of French-speaking
drama queens.
Nothing looks cooler than
pretending to figure skate on
wet leaves. Really, just bust out
on the commons with your
shiny leotard and a pound of
makeup and start doing triple
lutzes like there's no tomorrow.
Why not bring a partner? I guarantee that if you do this everyonewill be envious.
Stop taking showers. Just
walk around naked in the rain.
What is a shower, anyway?
lust a 15 minute waste of your
day when you could be doing

When I walk around
on these rainy
days, all I see is
vast quantities of
black umbrellas.

other wholesome activities,
such as staring at the ceiling or
playing Snood. Doing this also
really would put JMU on the
map. Aren't you tired of being
ranked 15th and 25th for various
other
superlatives7
Wouldn't you rather be ranked
No. 1 for once, as in the No. 1
school where people don't take
showers and instead choose to
walk around naked in the rain?
If your friends didn't want to
visit before, you better believe
they will now. That is, if your
friends are sick perverts who
like to see people walking to
class naked in the rain.
Make the rain an excuse for
having a fashion show of sorts.
Now, you might be saying,
"Hey Ms. Smarty Pants, didn't
you just say that we should be
naked?" Well, that I did. But you
can use your umbrellas as your
new personal statement. When I
walk around on these rainy
days, all I see is vast quantities
of black umbrellas. Take this
opportunity to fancy things up a
bit. Put a bunch of rhinestones
that say "disco umbrella" on
your polyester friend who protects you from the rain and, if
skating on wet leaves hasn't
made you cool, this act will. Or
better yet, add some waterfriendly fashions like lace and
velour to your umbrella and
you will be the talk of the town.
Blame the rain for everything. Failed a test? Say the
incessant pitter patter of drops
of water drove you crazy and
you couldn't concentrate
Caught cheating on your significant other? Explain that you
couldn't see through all of the
rain, and you really thought that
Swedish model was your girlfriend or boyfriend. Can't make
you car payments? You know
set RAIN, page H

Darts

Darts A Pals are submitted anonymously
and pnnied on a space-cnwIaMe basis.
Submissions are based upon one person s
opinion of a given situation, person or e\ent
and do not necessarily nrflect the truth.

Pats
E-mail darts and pats lo bree/edp@ hotmail.com

Pat...
A "these-pretzels-are-making-me-thirsty"
pal to a certain junior girl for surprising me at
work the other day.
Sent in by a senior guy who thinks you're a
sweetheart and appreciates the gesture.

Dart...
A "right-back-at-ya" dart lo the Clifford
resident who screamed a certain expletive
repeatedly at 3 a.m. until someone let him
into his building.
From a sophomore who likes to get some
sleep at night without having to worry about
drunk freshmen forgetting their JAC cards and
crying about it.

Pat...
A "you-brought-help-and-smiles" pat
to the people who brought the pipin-hotchocolate and those who donated to make
Homeless Night Out a huge success.
From a member of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc. who slept on the commons comforted by JMU's contributions
to a good cause.

Dart...
A"girls-don't-play?" dart to the columnist who
attempted lo educate us about players, yet neglected to mention that there are also female versions of the species.
Sent in by a junior who was miffed by your
ignorance of the fact that women can wreak
emotional havoc jusl as well as guys.

Pat...
A "way-to-end-the-home-season"

pat to
the football team.
Sent in by a graduating senior who faithfully has attended all home games for four
years and couldn't be happier to see such an
exciting game for her last one.

Dart...
A "honey-grow-a-backbone" dart to the girl
who stood outside ISAT Wednesday and took
verbal abuse from an immature guy who clearly
needs some help in anger management
Senl in by a concerned onlooker who thinks
you deserve some serious r-e-s-p-e-c-t
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Schwarzenegger continues celebrity political connection
With .ill the recoil pottttcal
dsvssopinsnts, wh.it would you
expect to be the national
media's focus m CaUfomJ ■
Bin? (he future ni national
tnd I*H.II government, per
nape? Hie prospects for ,1 liberal agenda with California's
mounting budget deficits? Not
the
focus
i" on
Amok!
Schwarzenegger.
Apparently, tlx' lenminatoc
the l asl Action Hero," Ihe
"Kinder^.trtm COD* has his
eye on public life and may be
the 2o<i<> Republican HIIIHTH.I
torial nominee.
OfcourM.'. the election is four
■way BXld < <"vrrnor-n'dad t ,r.i\ Davh hasn't even
btfn reinaumjratecL hut it*.
apparvntk never DO «arh tor |
litue media conjecture. One
might .i^k win Califomians
would eled Detective Mm
Kimbk' to their highest ->t.it«'
office. We .in- Irving In the postli"--.,' Ventura universe hut
nothing Is poeeft4e or probable,
simplv because M happened

once
m Mrrmoaota
Schwarzenegger becked .1
proposition tor ,1 ni.irui.il.id
$500 million increase for beroreand after-school programs from
the state budget, the same
budget that's already runnings
deficit Schwarzenegger a.k.a
Mi I maze, Oman die Beifaerian
and Conan the Destiuyec
pushed tin rasa initutive hard
and holptxi finance its publicity,
[here are two tj pes oi proposibans iii.it always pass through
t allfomia's ill-thought \ oter
initiati\os more money tor/00s
and more money tor schools
Fortbcawrai;*' VOteS ivhodoesn't know how sudl proposals
undercut state poUcyrnaldng,
it's hard tost) no to children or
babj animals
If ScnwarzenneggBf really
d<H-s pl.in on running tor governor by pi^\l\kkiiu; on a survwin [Popular ..His,-. !>• certainly
did pick a good one. [hat's not:
to say that mere la any reason to
think it will wort
Ofihe Ukely victory Arnold

Bald
"As s.von as we Start
implementing tins program, I
will S.H. 111 be beck ■ rerhaps
his 2tHk. campaign will focus
entirely on irrelevant movie
references, [he campaign s*>
gan could be "HastS la MSI.I.
Hill I o,k\er' or "I'll .rush \our
head Crui Bustarnansa Maybe
the Schwarzenegger 2ixv> can
palgri will go all out w ith actionpadced comrnerdasi
They
COUld have a H.XHIV shirtless
^hw.ir/enegger swing from a
heluopter .rash through a window and land on the Boor o£ the
State \ss,>mhiv lasse Nfentura
already had action BgUlCS, but
5dm arzenneggar could one-up
him with adfon light and noi-e
missile launchers, for taking
out tpei lal interests of course
There is nothing to suggest
that Schwarzenegger would be
■ capable state executive He
haarrl amassed ani serious
political credentials, and his
appeal is based entirely on his
movies, [he notion that his running could possibly be a good

lb the I
Individual identity and culit odds.
Ihe\ are interdependent
tonhood lb
individual identr
look HO farther than utterances
of "I am." To sense cultural
one need l<x>k no farther than Uttei 1
are
It would be difticult to
find any Individual person
who is not alaooonnacred with
some (ommunitv lo he sure,
every time people write their
first and last name, they are
to their sense of mdJ
vidual arid .-ultur.il id

The assertion in the V>

1 ;

■ Bnantthai
nttureJ Identin on

campus somehow hinder or
intertere with .elehratmns ot
indiviJu.ilitv is talsc- Mils is
lying that tamilv ntu-

K \l\ from psM
te an affront to tin- indiSIS in those
famil,
tions ot culture hind. 1
apprec latum of uitliv idualitv
then ceJebraJioni of individu-

damned
"damned

I ' Well,
■

be damned, then it might as
well be lot allowing those individuasi tha: you seek lo smen
■

I i;nit\ I can think or no
belter celebratory ritual that
disproves this assertion
man a birthday party among
dose tnends.
What the house editorial
taiK
is that for
many people, individual and
ral identities are not
ll odds vwlh each uthei.
many people on campus, my sense of individual
and cultural identity I
make up the whole 0/ mv
person H
I atino" and not as "Carlos"
certainly disregard* my per

in of llxnr ethnic iJcnhl\ the
opportumt\ to speak for our■ *:)«' ot us wiO
thai we don't SOS OUT famili.N
as hindering oui individuality
The house editorial statSS,
"Cultural)) >|>',iking. IMUdoes
not seen io be diveree." \i\
signifying cultural identit\ and
how many Ifenss the M 1 ■
is used in the editorial to speak
for "us,' then tile collective
vows ot th. ecUson certainly ft
correct There definitely is a lack
ot appreciation for thediwrsity
in whicfl |vrsonlu*od
and ns|xvt for th.it BBlSe of
peraonhoodO is denned at

disregards
my -ensc of person no less.
1 can hear it now, "Ugh!
We're J—

\^
y^Mmar^sS^s
/jtyy^SP^^m£&?

I\n
Carlos Gal van Airman
assistant professor

Chartottesville's Favorite Restaurant
Coming to Harrisonburg

S'

Now Booking^S"^^
Holiday Parties "
6 After Hours Parties
Private Banquest Rooms

Call 540-442-8550

m «

ratings possibly more so
because ii seems so absurd.
Rather than contextuali/ing
stones on Schwarzenegger's
impending candidacy with
reflection on the implication
ot blurring the line between
celebrity and politic the
media eats it Up. Bv then
account, the only thing standing
in
the
way
of
Schwarzenegger's 2006 victot\ is | possible Rob Reiner run
as a Democrat.
fortunately for California.
notoriously oiw of the most difficult states to manage, the
media's analysis is way oft A
Republican has about as much
iliaiue oJ winning statewide
office in California as, will, a
Democrat seems to have of
winning an executive offlca m
New York Contrary to myth
Reagan was no political novice
when he seized the governorship In 1966. and even mat was
over 36 vears ago. Although
Ihesom stati'ot the California

Republican Party means that
Arnold, a.k.a Jack Slater,
Douglas Quald and Colonel
John Matrix, could conceivably
win Ilk- nomination tour long
wars from now, no responsible
person could coneadei it likely
that this nun will be governor.
Afler all, Shwar/enegger hasn't
even mada M^ entertaining or
pmhtable movie in si\ vears, and
lhat's something that he's supposed to know something about.
its become deai that the
media has abandoned its public
vr\ice role iiiis whole serJoui
news thing tsn'l very tun and
certainly not good business
I \en SO, it's DO wonder that our
generation increasingly gets its
news from fohnStewart and the
OMNM even as the news media
moves toward info-tainment.
Today s mainstream coverage
isn 1 much less ndiailous. and
SJ least tin- satirists have tlx.' pernive to see the absurdity of
todern media itself.
Jomitlutn Klan is a writer h>r
The Columbia Daily Spectator.

the drill — blame il on the ram
Who needs the sun anyway? Hunk ot all ot the negative things aasnrlalari with the
sun. Sun burn. Sun poison.
Sun stroke. Ouch. \n<\ let's be
honest
who wauls to go lo
.lass when Ifs sunny? When
il's ttmny 1 just want to play
some I Itimaie I risbee on the
Quad. Also, if iis sunny; we
have to start taking showers
again and we can't walk

around naked What a drag.
Now \v\'s look at the rain A
whole bunch of cheesy pertumes (hat the Gap puts out ISM
rain or ram-like words to
describe them. How ga-at is
that? Ram is up LOOOOOl points
Ah, don't vou feel better
now about the tad that s storm
cloud has been looming perpetually over our town lor weeks
after reading my great column?
I know I sure as heck don't l just
wmte this column because it

was raining outside and I had
nothing better to do. lb be honest, all of this ram has made me
wonder why Seattleites don't
nisi throw themselves oft ot
dins like lemmings I asy that if
it doesn't Stop rainmc pronto,
w e just move the whole campus
to lampa. Or we could sit here
naked with our vesour umbrellas ,mA wet leal figure skaters.
You divide.
Ashley nfamno BJ a Mnjvssprr
ptychobgy saner;

THE FACTS: LAST WEEK, THE
JMU COMMUNITY SENT 11 TIMES
AS MANY DARTS AS PATS. No JOKE.
Where's the love? Send a pat.
breezedp@holmail.com

FREE COLOR FLYERS

^i.MJi
•

sells newspapers and boosts

Rain can have positive aspects

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Culture part of
personal identity

idea epitomizes a troubling
trend t ejebrroes enlwlng politics is nothing new: in 2000
alone, tor instance the GOP
convention featured the Rock.
.m<.\ Michael fordan did commercials for Hill Bradley; I lie
proSped ot celebrities IsUfns
candidates to us like they sHi
shoes or movies is alreaJv dsi
turbine,. Hie idea of them selling themselves should send
chills dim n voters' '•pirns
The Increasing centrality
Of television appeal to political success threatens to
obscure whj exacth we elect
these people in the lirst place
(vnus claim thai poUddam
are all corrupt and that it
dwsn't matter who wins ()n\ way bm I challenge anyone
lO at ttially prove tli.it I .
ence is not importanl and thai
diiiiuilt dedsiona like choosing between education or
unemployment cuts, simplv
don't mallei.
Putting Schwarzenegger
into the media spotlight

1

for JMU Clubs, Orgs, & Sports
see www.GoLookOn.com/freecolorflyer8
Custom printed t-shirts, sweats, drinkware, etc
Owned and operated by JMU students & alumni
Open 9am-9pm weekdays, 12pm-7pm weekends

Now Open
Port Republic Rd and 1-81

Biggest selection of apparel and products
AaVGrtlSIPQ

Best prices, turnaround time & graphic designers

|C»II 442-9226, right n««t to c«mpui, map: flolookon.com/«o«/SOSm»p.rrtmlj

Hair Corral

open 7 days i week

"Shenandnh Valley's Hair Care Specialist:

433.9181

$6.00 HAIRCUTS
Complete Line ot
Hair Product*
'Walk-In* Welcome

Cheap Nights at Acme

Tanning Bed* Year-Round
Manicure Spa
Pedicure Spa

ret

Acme VideO Use This Coupon For

Rent 1, Get 1 Free
Sunday-Thursday Only B»p. 12/02/02
Wt. 33 East
ln**t to Wtndyt, acrott from Pmrgo't)

The Law Offices of Bruce D. Albertson, PLLC
Former Harrisonburg Prosecutor
You may reach me at 540-438-1000
71 Court Square, Suite B
Harrisonburg

ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS
SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
DRUG OFFENSES
TRAFFIC OFFENSES

Need Some
Extra Cash
for the Holidays
Manpower Offers.^.
occasional, part-time and full time
positions in a variety of work environments from
construction to production and office to technical.
All workers with good attitudes encouraged to apply!
Register at 9 AM or 2 PM Monday thru Friday
at 2061 A Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Behind the Valley Mall.
Be sure to arrive early, sessions fill quickly!
Be sure to bring two forms of ID

MANPOWER
We find the best in everyone and put it to work!
An Equal Opportunity Employer

(540; 442-7625
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"I think it's stupid. I
don't think it's going
to work."

Jen Dascher
sophomore, SMAD

Kyle Busey
sophomore, musiu theatre

RPT1IAM

. <mitnl-uunx 1 i*ivttvr,yiixi

Jonny Finity

Christine Balatbat

junior, financial economics

senior, accounting

Topic: How do you feel about the new stoplight on Port Republic Road?

"I disagree.
-The opinion writer's creed
breezeopinion @ Hotmail, com

Are you getting your Daily Doses of UREC?
Racquet balll 01
Nov. 19,6-8 pm
Register by Nov. 18
For those just learning to play or
t who have played before, this clinic w
provide great sklH Instruction and
rules knowledge.
Wellrtess Passport

The Shoe Zoo
Nov. 19,7-6 pm
Come to this informative workshop
to discover which shoe is best for your

foot type and the activity In which
you are participating
Wellness Passport

we'll push you to

the [edge],
then tell you to jump*
It's in you. The desire to go farther than you ever have. To start where others-stop. It's why you
should consider Army ROTC. In this class, you'll face all sorts of challenges. And in the process,
develop skills that'll last a lifetime. Like how to think on your feet and be a good leader and
decision maker. Register today for Army ROTC. And hold on tight.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
Sign up for classes now!
Contact CPT Rosenkranz at 568-3633

■
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
t

Todays Birthday (Nov. 18). You're interested in security this year. Once you and your partner figure out
how to get along, you'll notice others doing the same. If you draw the best from each other, not only will
you be more successful, but you'll be setting a good example.

Aries March 21 -April 19

Today is a 4 ■ You're the creative type, and
A [A you don't really like much restriction. It's
ii^P good to have a strong foundation to build
upon, however. Work on that now.

8

9

.

1
22

" »

r,

I

31

»

32

49

48
52

i
34

1 ■P

3B
4.'

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Today is a 5 - Hold onto your radical, innoi v.itivu suggestions for a couple of days.
Nobody wants to hear them yet. Work on
• the facts, figures and your presentation.
Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan 19
Make it short and solid.
JgToday is an 8 - Others will be stalled, but
J^y that could be to your advantage. Don't get
Cancer June 22-July 22
OF© stuck behind them. Take the road less travToday is an 8 - You've recently made
eled, and you'll have it all to yourself.
advances and taken new ground. Take
i some time to explore your new boundaries. Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
Don't push them yet; just find out where
R Today is a 5 - Got any vacation days comthey are.
ing? Sick leave? If you have your own
office, you could lock the door and put out
Leo July 23-Aug. 22
a "do not disturb" sign. Schedule any action
Today is a 5 - Remember your manners.
for Wednesday.
■^1 Show respect. No goofing off. Somebody
^^V importanl is watching, and they could be
Place* Feb. 19-March20
*
thinking about giving you more responsiToday is an 8 - Use your natural intuition
bility. Could be a talent scout.
A^fc and a few things you've learned recently to
^»^T avoid a difficult situation. No point in offering advice to people who aren't listening.
Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
^ g,^ Today is an 8 - Reach out a little farther,
-£/£n i"st for the fun of it You won t get as t.ir as
—Tribune Media Services
MM you'd like ti» >;»>. but you can stretch your
^Vk. boundaries a little, and it will feel good.

H*i

IS

30

I Today is a 7 - Stability is what you're aftrr. No
more revisions or modifications for a while.
Work the system you've got, and you'll discover what other bugs to work out

. Today is a 5 - Might as well relax and stick
^mp. to your old routine Nobody's interested in
'IWL new ideas, even it the) re improvements
Give 'em time to mature.

Gemini May 21-June 21

1

7

*
"

23

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21
^— . Today is a 7 - Your basic structure should
JK be jusl about complete. Don't let anybody
ffW mess it up. You may have to fight for what
you want, but that won't be a problem. It'll
come naturally

•

20

T

Taurus April 20-May 20

4

3

17

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

^g- Today is a 4 • Money's the name of the
^^_» game now. Save it, eam it, work more to
^^y get more, do what's required. It's not a
grind; it's the way to get that new toy
you're after.

2

M

-

60

66
69

ACROSS
I Horn sounds
6 Squeeze
painfully

II Scot's cap
14 Anchor position
15 Capture
16Roswell, NM
sighting
17 Place for a
Mexico City
stroll
19 Simpson trial
judge
20 Different: pref.
21 Merchant
23 Payphone
aperture
24 WWII landing
craft
26 River frolickers
27 Fine powder
29 Scornful look
30 Binge
33 Meg of the
movies
35 Isinglass
38 Draft choice
39 Swindled
42 Period of many

1

36

17

57

58

"

»

"

59

13

"

53

63

.

■

12

1

■

"

years
43 Valhalla
assemblage
45 Solemn vow
46 Bean or Welles
48 _ and
Gomorrah
50 Outer limit
52 Spangle
54 Thurman of
"Pulp Fiction"
55 Bivouac
59 Film coating
61 Taiwan capital
63 Narcs' grp.
64 Place for a
New York City
stroll
66 Schedule abbr.
67 Old Roman
port
68 Brink
69 Louis or Carrie
70 Shoulder wrap
71 Fall flower

'-

■
65

P

!'
56
62

'

-

1

.
"

DOWN

1 Musical family
2 Lucy's landlady
3 Muse of poetry
4 Lab tube

5 Side track
6 Coastal hrs.
7 Motionless
8 Scruff
9 Curtain material
10 Goddess of the
moon
11 Place for a
Paris stroll
12 Later on
13 Othello and
others
18 Lounge around
22 News bit
25 Piercing cry
28 J. J. Pershing's
troops
29 Tammany bigwig
30 Droop
31 Arafat's grp.
32 Place for a
Moscow stroll
34 Thus far
36 Bill and _

37 Author Beattie
40 Most ridiculous
41 Collie or corgi
44 Aretha's style
47 Cook's file
49 Night spots
51 Research
results
52 City on the
Mouse
53 Fine-grained
corundum
54 Prior to
56 Asunder
57 Commingle
58 Penny-plncher
60 Fully aware of
62 Thomas _
Edison
65 _ Dawn
Chong

South Vie

Thursday
November 21

Free Domino's Pizza
and Beverages

4-6pm

Come view the clubhouse
and model apartj
too late to sign with the biggest and bes
Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apa
jphone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over

wmmkwm
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

The Commons

Stone Gate
Office Hours
Monday - Friday
8:30-7:00
Saturday - Sunday
12:00-4:00
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Rockingham-Harrisonburg SPCA provides shelter for many
strays in need of loving, permanent homes with human contact
Story by contributing writer Kristy Nicolich • Graphics by graphic editor Sarah Stanitz
Walking through an animal shelter
for the first time can be difficult for
many people. Cells of dogs, cats
and animals of all different breeds,
homeless and in need of care, fill the shelter
with endless barks and meows.
Without these shelters, however, even more
animals would be roaming the streets of
Hanisonburg hungry and alone
Governed by a volunteer board of directors,
the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals is a national organization. The
Rockingham-Harrisonburg SPCA was founded
in August of 1972 to provide assistance to animals and the public. Among its .nany goals, the
SPCA's mission includes provi iing shelter, care
and protection to homeless animals, preventing
animal cruelty, punishing animal abusers and
educating pet owners on the importance of spaying or neutering their pets.
Arriving by th thousands every year,
homeless animals have found refuge at the
Harrisonburg SPCA for over 25 years.
According to Kim Morrison, humane educator
for the SPCA, overpopulation and lack of
owner responsibility are the primary causes of
animal homelessness. "There simply are not
enough homes (for all the animals,] and many
people are not responsible about getting their
own pets spayed or neutered."
The SPCA has taken in all types of animals
including dogs, cats, rabbits, guinea pigs,
mice, rats, hamsters and gerbils. "If it can be
kept as a pet, we have probably seen it here at
least once," Morrison said.
The SPCA can hold up to 100 animals at any
given time at full capacity, and with numbers
this high, an organization could not function
without volunteers, according to Morrison.
Sophomore Molly Ashby began volunteering
at the SPCA two months ago. "It's a great way to
relieve stress," Ashby said. Though the animals
may have been neglected and abused, "(they]
show amazing affection toward humans."

Ashby finds time to go to the shelter abot 11 rix
times weekly to help walk the dogs and S»K MIIA
the cats so they are comfortable interacting with
other animals and humans. "I just try to do my
part by getting the animals out of their cages and
letting them interact with humans."
However, not all experiences at the SPCA
provide positive results. One of the more difficult issues for both the volunteers and employees is euthanasia. According to Morrison, each
year in Harrisonburg alone, the SPCA euthanizes about 850 dogs and 1,500 cats. National
numbers reach 12 million animals euthani/ed
from 17 million taken into shelters each year.
Less than one-third of animals brought into the
shelter have found homes.
There is not a specific time limit put on an
animal's life when it enters the shelter. If the
SPCA knows that the pet will not be adopted
due to severe illness, it probably will be put to
sleep within weeks. If they know anim.ils MV
young and healthy when entering the shelter,
they will be kept for months at a time.
Senior Laura Cotton, an SPCA volunteer
said/'It's sad to think about the euthanasia,
but it is a necessity (if we want] to keep the
SPCA open."
Morrison, who deals with the euthanasia
more often than volunteers said, "I like to think
that the happy times outweigh the moments
that can be sad and disheartening."
To improve the euthanasia statistics,
0 . . V the SPCA rums to the Harrisonburg
community and JML1 for potential
adopters. According to Laury Clark,
shelter manager, those who have
decided to adopt strongly should consider the
SPCA before turning to breeders. "Buying dogs
and cats from 'backyard breeders' simply
encourages bringing more animals into a world
where there are not enough homes."
This is the overall consensus of the SPCA.
"I'm a strong advocate for adopting shelter am
mals because I believe these animals are truly

KRISTY NKTOUCHtatfpfrWMfnyArr

Name and Breed: Foxy, Corgi Mix
Age and Sex: 3 years, male
Additional Information: Stray with
good disposition, 25 pounds,
least likely to be adopted due to
age and shyness

I

—64
If they are willing and able to care
for a pet, I believe [they] should
because owning a pet can be one
of the most rewarding and fulfilling
experiences in [one's} life.
— Kim Morrison
SPCA humane educator

-*9
grateful to have been given a home and a second chance," Morrison said.
For those considering adoption, Morrison
said. If they are willing and able to care for a
pet, J believe (they] should because owning a
pet can be one of the most rewarding and fulfilling experiences in [one's] life."
Adopters range from families and
college students to elderly individuals looking for a companion.
In any case, the adopter should
possess enough free time and financial support
to care properly for a pet.
Taking care of animals could cost about
$300 for initial veterinary visits and requires a
riftldftYaiU amount of time, especially when
adopting puppies or kittens.
Senior Lexy Long adopted her cat, Asian,
from tlie SPCA last September. "It does take a lot
of responsibility to own and take care of a pet...
I would recommend really thinking about it to
make sun? that [one is] ready for adoption ... In
a way, it's a lot like having a child."
Clark said, "Adoptions are meant to be permanent placements for the animals in responsible homes." That's why, when adopting, a student can count on an SPCA employee calling a
landlord and his or her parents to receive

KRISTY NKXXJTH/otfptantnfher

The SPCA does not provide posted profiles for cats. If
interested In adopting, ask volunteer or employee for specific Information. It le $20 to adopt an animal.

approval for adoption.
Not only should the landlord and parents
approve of a pet, a college student also should
consult roommates before adding a new addition to the household.
"The biggest problem I've run into ... is that
[my roommates] can't understand why a pet
acts the way it does," Long said.
Before her roommate adopted a dog from
the SPCA, junior Dena Kubich questioned her
feelings toward having a pet in the apartment.
"I didn't know if I wanted to have a stray dog as
a pet since we didn't know where he was from
or what kind of health issues he could have."
However, her roommate took the dog in for
a checkup after his adoption and found he only
had a small case of kennel cough. This assurance convinced her that she should allow her
roommate to keep the pet. "I'm so excited to
have a dog now," Kubich said.
If a person is not capable of adopting a pet,
the SPCA encourages anyone to volunteer as
long as they undergo the orientation that is
offered monthly. Volunteer duties include walking the dogs and cats as well as socializing them.
Those interested in getting more involved can
volunteer for the SPCA's Adoption Facilitator or
Pet Therapy programs. The Pet Therapy program consists of visits to local nursing homes to
socialize puppies and kittens with the residents.
This program helps to provide friendly companionship for both the elderly and animals.
^^
With a growing population of stray
WL animals, the SPCA recently decided
I that a larger facility would be need* ed. Last week, the SPCA's proposal
^^ for a 11,495 square foot facility was
deemed feasible by the City of Harrisonburg
and Rockingham County. The new shelter
should be completed by early summer 2003.
Funding will come from the city, county, loans
and public contributions. For more information consult the SPCA Web site at
http://home.riai.net/spca or call 434-5270.

KRISTY NICOIJClVilqff/.fcMDineiSr'

Breed: Black Lab
Age and Sex: 4-5 years, male
Additional Information: Tramable,
good disposition, 70 pounds
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InterFraternity Council

IFP.
wnillH like
tilto to
tn congralulale
r-Ai\nn(nUln the
>Kf following
■-*—-■- - people
»_l. for recently being elected to
IFC would

the executive council
Ozzie Palomo, President. Sigma Chi
Brian Casten, Vice President. Sigma Nu
Matt Former. Secretary. Phi Gamma Delta
Sean McCarihan. Treasurer. Kappa Alpha
Dave Craig. Judicial. Alpha Kappa Lambda
Drew Ferrara. New Member Education. Sigma Nu
Ben Baker, Recruitment, Theta Chi
Brian McGinty. Public Relations. Alpha Kappa Lambda
Andy Pak, Community Service. Sigma Nu

Alpha Kappa Lambda

0

IIIITIIIH[S[(^^)TITLES!
I)M;IIII\IIIII!

AKL will be celebrating its 15th anniversary at James Madison University on
Saturday. November 23. 2002 with many past alumni, University staff, and National
Fraternity officials. AKL also successfully conducted the annual Turkey Trot 5K Run
for Cystic Fibrosis on the morning of Saturday, November 16, 2002 with the ladies
of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority. All proceeds will benefit the Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation. AKL would also congratulates Dave Craig and Brian McGinty on the
recent elections to IFC Executive Council.

Pi Kappa Alpha
PKA will be on the commons on Nov 13th and 14th promoting their canned food
drive They will be doing food pickups on the Nov 19th and the 20th in the
following week. PKA would also like to congratulate one of their founding fathers.
Jeff Grass, who was just voted alumni of the year.

i Kappa Alpha
G

■I would like to give a special thanks to the entire KA chapter, excutive officers and
committee heads for all of their hard work and dedication over the past year. I
would also like to thank all of my fellow fraternity/sorority presidents, IFC,
Panhallenic. and Sheila Williams for all of their support Good luck to all of you in
the future!" -Sean McCarihan. KA President

H Sigma Chi
The brotherhood of Sigma Chi would like to extend a thank you to Jo Ann lannitlo
for her presentation to our chapter this past week.
We would also like to congratulate Brother Ozzie Palomo for being elected IFC
President Elect for the next semester Congratulations Ozzie!

Phi Gamma Delta
FIJIs philanthropy will take place from November 25-26th on the Commons and
is called -Shots for Tots- for the National Multiple Sclerosis Society. There will be
a basketball hoop set up and for a small fee, contestants will be able to shoot for
prizes and gift certificates from such local businesses as Papa John's, Glenn's
Fair Price. Hair Corral. Music Gallery, Shenandoah Bicycle Co & CiCi's Pizza to
name a few.
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Public Enemy
It Takes a Nation of
Millions..

Velvet Underground
Velvet Underground
&Nico

Beastie Boys
Licensed to III

Lyle Lovttt
Pontiac

Plus hundreds mini; tides on sale Horn ariisis like Petei ijaiiiiisi.
IIIIIIIHI miiiiiii. mi; lachsoo. Tom waits. 112. It Cool J. Louis iiiiiiiiiiiiini
HIM liime:; Biomn. Hit; the UJfio and mnnii motel

Top sellers! niujays on sale!
Pearl Jam • David Gray • Eminem
U2 • Tori Amos • Avail
Santana • Dave Matthews
Bjork • Alison Krauss

Give 'em a
Plan 9
Gift
Certificate!
M Tht Gift l/i„;
Ahmayt Fittl

Plan 9, what a record store should be'
Chtk out Plan <? fe» »ru & mid CVi, DVD«. utumiu. imputtt.

iniiu. irtRft titkttt to huf m«t». ipuial mdtm. lutu bthn yen fewfl
434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.
Mon-Sat. 10-9
Sunday 12-6
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VISIT ONLINE AT WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM
'

Olde Mill Village

"It's more laid-back over here...and
you can't beat the price and location."
•Current tenant on why he renewed his lease.
*****

This is great! This is definitely a
best kept secret."
-Current tenant, on first seeing an apartment at Olde Mill Village
*****

Free ethernet, cable, and
phone service in each room!
Wow taking reservations for the 2003-2004 school year.
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NOVEMBER 22
Office hours: 9 am 12 noon, 1:30-5 pm Monday through Friday,
10 am 2 pm Saturday
11-A South Ave.
432-9502
www.oldemillvillage.com

Special Advance Screening!
Date: Thursday, November 21, 2002
Time: 11:30p.m.
Location: Grafton-Stovall Theater

(IPB
www.upf) imuedu
Fof mof. inlotmatloii.
call (5401 56a-6217

Students may pick up complimentary passes at
Taylor Hall Room 203. UPB Office beginning November 13th.

Please arrive early! Seating is limited and on a first come, first serve basis
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"The whole experience ... helped me get
to know lots of different people and
taught me about different backgrounds."

■ Blast from the past
Theatre II sets the scene in 1930s Berlin for
Tuesday's opening play, "Cabaret."

RESHAM DESWANI

freshman

See story page 1C

See story below
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B> SARA WOODWARD
contributing writer

Above: UVa. student Christina Wong perform
the Kung Fu Fan Dance. Below: Eight students
perform In the Classical/Modem Indian Dance.
MATT CARAShlXA/vwr /A*.K.,v*r.

Multicultural was Hit
buzzword and variety was the objective
as Wilson Hall pulsed lo the
Asian Student Union Culture
Show Friday night.
The ASU and University
Program Board sponsored the
fourth annual culture show. The
show
was
entitled
"GenerosuMz," an appropriate
name for what co-host junior
Odyssey tripe? described as "a
mixture of traditional and modem acts from many different cultures." Acts ranged from those
th 1* represented traditional
Asian cultures as well as modernized culture in the forms of
dance, music and fashion.
Featuring 14 different acts,
the show included three
Indian dances, a traditional
Punjabi dance, a traditional
Filipino dance performed by
the organization of young
Filipino-Americans (OYFA)
from
the
University
of
Virginia, an Asian band called
MSG
(Mysteriously
Sexy
Guys) from Virginia Tech, a
Kung Fu Fan Dance and several singing acts.
Coordinated by junior
Angela Morgan and senior
Phuong Le, "Generasianz"
also featured a fashion show
that blended traditional and
modern Asian fashions such
as Chinese dresses, silk
kimonos, Indian saris and

-44/ want to inspire
Iranian students to be
proud of their
culture...
— Shereen Farahani
sophomore

99
intricate Pakistani outfits
The fashion show also featured clothing by designers
Yoshae Kim and Mi&Gi, who
are both )MU graduates.
"I liked the fashion show a
lot," freshman Zoha Ghaltar
said. "The girls were beautiful
and I really enjoyed seeing the
traditional clothing from other
countries."
Performers also showcased
their cultures through song.
Senior Vannara So performed
Celine Dion's song, "My Heart
Will Go On," in Cambodian,
Vietnamese
and
English.
Another of the singing acts featured sophomore Regina Lee
singing "Forever With You" in
Korean.
Freshman Raphael
Villacrusis sang a Filipino song.
"Hindi Kita Malilmutan," in his
native language as well.
Another one of JMU's many
talented Asian students, sophomore Shereen Farahani. performed two Iranian solo piano
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pieces by composer Faribor/
I.achini. "I wanted to perform
tonight because f ri'jllv want
more Persian culture in JMU,"
she -.aid. "1 want to inspire
Iranian students to be proud of
their culture as well as inn-ease
cultural awareness among the
entire student body."
Freshman Resham Deswani,
I dancer in the Northern Indian
Dance "Nasha," said, "I danced
tonight because I enjoy performing for people. The whole experience of being a part of this
show helped me get to know lots
of different people and taught
me
about different
backgrounds." The dancers began
rehearsing in October and the
show contained several more
acts than it had last year.
"The show was energypacked. The music was great
and the show was well organized," Ghaffar said. "Everyone Above: Senior Vannara So sings "My Heart
did an excellent job with danc- Will Go On" In three languages. Below: UVa.
ing, singing and performing."
student Joanna Wong dances with "snaps."
Daiwan. agreed that the
MAT! ( WAS 11 VMHlarflua0mfktr
show was well-organized. "I feel
such shows are a must in a
school to bring about more communication among students,"
she said. "It was great working
in the show. It was quite hectic
but fun."
ASU is an organization on
campus that encourages all students to leam about and share
Asian culture. White the show
was intended for entertainment,
it also was about appreciatingthe cultural differences at JMU.

REVIEW

'Enduring'
moments
on stage

it? the- suburbs

S\K \H M \M|/;,-Mf"n. »,-,W,.i

Rules of trespassing

Student dancers perform

BY BKCCA WORTHINGTON

senior writer

(L-R) Freshmen Kathleen Ferraro, Dana LoMtts,
Emily Hynes and Tiffany Brooks perform "Storm.'
HANNA M AKTINSON/riMnMiw ;A«"*ri*rtr'
BY TRICIA FRfcNVILLK

tujfwrmi

In a mixture of thoughtful
expressionism and light
dy, the dance department presented its bi-annual student
concert, "Enduring Refletturns'
last Ihut-vil.iv thmugh Saturday
in Gtxlwin Hall.
The show .onsisted ot ftffl
eral dance ensembles and two
solo pieces 1 a* h piece was
choreographed and written
by a student dancer, with one
by a faculty member, and various pieces had some input
from the other dancers,
according to the program.

I he costumes for the show
were simple and changed
according to the type of piece
the dancers were performing.
They wore leotards in some
puves and track pants and tank
lops in others. This simplicity in
tostutTie made the performance
down-to-earth and fun.
A highlight of the evening
was hearing "Beginnings." |
)imi Hendrix tune. In this piece,
( hords ' ihoreographed by
seniors Mollv Lehman and
F-mily Mlot for the freshman
daiue ensemble, the dancers
wen' dressed in blue jeans and
hU k shirts, giving it a funky.

mixlem feel. "That ('Chords')
was my favorite so far," junior
Nicole Barb said at intermission
The last piece before intermission was the ode to CocaCola, "Carbonated — Water
High Fructose Corn Syrup
and/or Sucrose Caramel Color
- Phosphoric Acid — Natural
flavors — Caffeine," chore* >graphed by senior Keira Hart
The audience laughed throughout the entire piece, in which the
dancers were dressed in black
and white costumes. The stage
was lined with Coke cans and a
TV displayed a Coke ad
throughout the dance. The

dancers happilv drank fmm the
cans while they danced and the
Rill] Rg| comicalh showed
the triumph of Coke over Pepsi
The lively piece "1155 South
Main," choreographed by senior lessica Fanning, had various sound bites from Queen's
"Another One Miles the Dust"
and popular hip-hop songs
The dancers mimed dribbling
a basketball, primping and
more. "It was old school hiphop with the track pants and
everything," Bub said
One of the most powerful
performances ot tin evening
,v/MV< KK\. ruy.- If

There are so main UMpOken rules in the land of dating. Rules that evervone
seems to know instincti\elv
and try to follow. One sign in
particular interests DM \er\
much - no trespassing.
Some would argue thai
people can't help who thev
like. Yet we walk around gingcrlv. trying not to step on ton
or hurt feelings. This is
because, like it or not, there are
certain people who are ott limits i attain people have to stay
in a mmantii no man's land
tor society to keep functioning
\\e cui'l piaj the dating, tame
like it's every man for himself
We must pUn In th,- rules
Kule number one - Don't
go alter the same person that

your beat Mend is after Let's
BBCa it People are territorial
When it comes to relationship-*,
we get upset about things
Defon we even have the right
to be. There were two boys in
my fifth grade class who had a
I rush OR me and the\ had been
best friends lor wars Fvery
day, thev fought over which
One Ol them could sit next to me
It the lunch table and which
oneOi them OOUld hit me harder on the plavground.
Ihe Attention was fun for
awhile, I suppose, but things
gradually became gnu-some
Out d,i\ aftei sthool. tine of
them called my house and
asked me it I wanted to go see
"Home Alone" with him in the
the.ttei that l-rid.n I said I »K |
didn't like either one of the
see FOLLOW, page 16
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(Lett to right) Senior Eric
Mohrtng. senior Alex Perroy,
Junior Dorian Balls, senior
Chris Parnlello and senior
Andrew Perroy make up
Scarred Visions. The band Is
scheduled to perform at
Mainstreet Bar and Grill
Wednesday night.

"Harry Potter"
proves magical
BY

"Harry

RAniiiiJJiiACRoixy
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Making it big is the
dream — we are
pursuing the dream.
— Alex Perroy
senior

95

Scarred Visions set sights on fame
B^ LEI I \ Pi KI IRA
I'nnrributing writer
In justafew da\ s, the sleepv
daytime hangout, Mainstreet
Bar and Grill, will bo transformed by the heart-thumping,
adicnalina rush of n<k muM> as
local hard rxvk band. Scarred
Vtotorw
takai the stage
Wednesday night.
I MUWlly
km»wn
as
red," the band was created
in 2000 by seniors Alex Perroy,
Eric Mohring, Andn-w lYrmv
and Chris. P.irinello. )unior
Dorian BaUs joined Starred in
earlv 2002 as lead vocalist, and
the band changed their name to
"Scarred Visions," to lend the
band "a mon1 pn»grvssive feel,"
according to Alex Perroy.
"VVe really like what we do
and I think it shows." Balis aaJd
Alex
Perroy's
bass,
Mohring's lead guitar, Andrew
IVnms rhythm
guitar,
Parnello's drums and Dorian
Balis's vocals lend Scarred
Visions music substance and
pOWCT that is enough to set any
Vtniai pulsating with energy.
The members attribute their
■ynargy to their familiarity with
music and their long history of
performing together.
Badl CM the band members
began his musical career in middle school. The Perrov brothers

and
Mohring
attended
Robinson High School in
Fairfax when1 they wen- par! of
I metal band Balis .i!so went to
Robinson - although none of
the members got to know him
until he came to JMU, according
to the band memk-rs
The twins and Mohnng start ed writing songs during their
sophomore year at IMU, which
was also when the)' met ParineUo,
who haiLs Irom \iu Wk Kills
Scanvd Visions' sole vocalist.
completed the gnuip in I ebruary
2002, according to Alt-v I'errov
Describing their music as a
cross between hard nxrk bands
Nevermore, Dream Theater,
Megadeth and System of a
Down, Scarred Visions derivaa
an eclectic arrav of influences
from each of its members. The
Perroys and Mohring than their
roots in metal, hard nx:k and
classical
music.
ParineUo
brought jazz and fusion, which
is an experimental form of jazz
rock, to the group with his
drumming, while Balis intnv
duced opera and a capella. Balls,
a former member ot Madison
Project, recentlv plaved the role
of hsenstein in the )MU opera
"die Redermaiis
Since Balis joined forces with
the other band members.
Scarred Visions has worked

nonstop lo ensure its entianCfl
Into the professional music
scene. The PtRCWi and Mohring
write the rough drafts of the
band'l music and then p.iss
them on to I'annello. who alters
them as he sets fit and adds a
drum track Then, the four
members nvord the music for
Balis, who comes up with the
lyricB i" accompany each track.
The music is "extremelv
complicated with changing
11 in*' signatures - from
fast to slow and heavy to
soft," Alex Perroy said, citing
titles
such
as
"Betrayal," "Walk Away"
and "The Gunslinger."
Scarred Visions devotes
weekends to honing its skills on
I regular basis and laqlfltn
wnuneia to record and edit its
musk Qn I typical Friday, the
Panoyi and Mohring — the
band's guitarists
write riffs
and network I >n Saturdays, the
three produce their night's
work to ParineUo, which is tolktwed by a practice jam session
of the guitars and drums. The
entire band convenes to mn
through the musk with v<valist
balls Sundays
"I want the band to be my
life; this Is the job I am striving
for while in allege," Alex i'errov
said. "Making it big is the dream

Asm.I v MCCI.HLI.AND
staff writer

we an pursuing the dream."
So far, Scanvd Visions tame
has steadied at the local level.
Their upcoming appearance
Wednesday will be the band's
fourth concert at Mainstreet Bar
and Grill. The "metal for the
masses" band's typical audience ranges in age from 18 to 35
years old and is predominantly
male, Scanvd Visions live concerts m edgy and energetk
Although the group does not
yet have a CD out, they plan to
release their first album in the
summer, according to Alex Perroy.
As of now, tans can find dips of
the band's music t-n the official
Web site, MLWJcamdbandxim, as
well as pictures of the band, its history and show dares and times.
"We an* very takTited at our
individual instruments, as well as
songwriting," Alex Penoy said,
"The music is aggressive with clear
and catchy lyrics and melodies."
"When we" perform, it's III)
percent," Balis said."My lyrics are
pretty personal — they mean a lot
to me and 1 hope they mean a lot
to the people who hear them."
Scarred Visions is set to perform Wednesday night at
Mainstreet Bar and (.rill
Tickets are $5 and can be purchased online at www.main-

$trutndaxem/eoncert$.html or
calling 432-9963.

Potter

and

the

C h.imherof Secrets" isn't just tor
child aw. With the intease special effects and enthralling storx
line, it's easy fbf adults to get
wrapped up in the excitement.
Harry (Daniel Kadclirtei. Ron
Wcaslev (Rupert Grint) and
Hermione (.ranger (Kmma
Wilson) find themselves in
more scary situations when
Harry discovers that he is hearing mysterious voices that aa*
somehow linked to people
becoming "petrified" or fnven
stiff and the mysterious
Chamber of Secrets. The trio
must then solve the mvsterv
befoa' Hog warts is closed and
I 'n >tess. M \Ihus I Himbledore
(Richaai Harris) loses his job
This mvsterv leads to spells,
secret diaries, discussions with
ghosts and talking to snakes.
This sequel surpasses the first
when it ciimes to special effects.
Several rcalistic-kx»kingca,atiin,s.
from elves to giant serpents were
owned for this movie. Then.1 is
also a flying car, a " womping willow," and transporting flu powder. The effects help to transport
the viewer into the world of
witches and wizards
In one flashback ■
interesting effect is used when*
Harry is the only object with any
COlOE The quiditch match, a wizard game plaved on riving hn>om
sii, Ls h a s,, nu lhal aa ineredibly unique. ThBM KCnea are
much like witching high speed
car chase scenes in other minks,
only it's chik1a*n on brvoms (>ne
important thing that made this a
good sequel is the fact that the
characters aa* all the MDM people from the last movie It helps
to keep the story more reahstk
tor the viewer*
The actors used a a* also
good for the parts thev plav.
aapadaOy for people who read

the novels. The childan eeafi]
resemhle the characters in the
books. The story line, although
long, also follows closely to the
book It is very hard to tell
which images were created b\
computer and which are actual
places. Each actor did an excel*

'HARRY POTTER AND THE
CHAMBER OF SECRETS"
STARRING:
DANIEL RADCLIFFE
RATED: PG
RUNNING TIME:

161 MINUTES

lent job in paitraying his or her
character- Even though the
storv is entia'ly fantasy the
actotl helped bring the movie
into a moa* believable realm.
The onlv problem with
this movie was the length.
The
director,
Chris
Columbus, tried so hard to
follow the book that he left in
too many scenes. The film
runs about two and a half
hours, which is too long to sit
through. The pacing is good
until about the middle when
one realizes that although
you've been in the theater for
two hours nothing has been
solved. The story continues to
build until the last 15 minutes
where finally Harry helps
solve the mystery
Other than the length,
Columbus does an excellent
|00 converting the children's
novel into this thrilling
movie. "Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets" is a
must-see for avid Harry
Totter fan and .invone else
who is interested in seeing a
good movie. The film offers
several good surprises and
twists for the audience.
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JMtT'Tfc, unique Olympic sport

1 liNlil.
JOIN THE

WOMEN'S VARSITY TEAM NOW!
Ufjh

No experience necessary
•Work out and have fun
•Olympian Coach
•Team Trips & Competitions
•Resume Builder

<#*

For information on how to join:
Call 568-7977 or Email: shakerma@jmu.edu

Classes starting soon!
Classes for the April 26, 2003 MCAT
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Call or visit us online today to enroll!

KAPLAN
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D-Hall: doses 6:30pm Tues, Nov 26;
Reopens 4:30pm Sun, Decl
Market One: aoses 2pm Tues, Nov 26;
Reopens 7:30am Mon, Dec 2
Door 4 Subs: Open llam-3pm Tues, Nov 26;
Open llam-2pm, Wed, Nov 27;
Reopens 11am Mon, Dec 2

D-Hall
Thursday, Nov. 21st
4:30pm-7:30pm

Chick-Fil-A: Closes 3pm Tues, Nov 26;
Reopens 7:30am Mon, Dec 2
Lef s Go: Closes 2pm Fri, Nov 22;
Reopens 10:45am Mon, Dec 2
Madison Grill: Closes 9pm Fri, Nov 22;
Reopens 11am Mon, Dec 2
TDU Java CHy: Closes 1pm Tue, Nov 26;
Reopens 7:30am Mon, Dec 2
Mr. Chips: Closes 5pm Tues, Nov 26;
Open 8am-2pm Wed, Nov 27
Reopens 5pm Sun, Dec 1

<al_J
The Festival
Thursday, Nov. 21st
llam-2pm & 5-8p

fArs. Green's
Wednesday, Nov. 20th
ll:00am-2:00pm

Festival: Closes 2pm Tues, Nov 26;
Reopens 5pm Sun, Dec 1
Festival Java City: Closes 2pm Mon, Nov 25;
Reopens 5pm Sun, Dec 1
UREC Smoothie Bar: Closes 9:30pm Mon, Nov 25;
Reopens 12noon Mon, Dec 2
PC Dukes: Closes 10pm Mon, Nov 25;
Reopens 5pm Sun, Dec 1
Mrs. Greens: Closes 2pm Tues, Nov 26;
Reopens 11am Mon, Dec 2

REMEMBER.'/
If you have a meal plan then you
have 3 punches per semester at
Madison Grill' (worth >8 SO each)
Use Ihem now to avoid tin
1s'

Lakeside Express: Closes 11pm Mon, Nov 25;
Reopens 11am Mon, Dec 2

M A DWS O N
G R
L L

C-Store East: Closes 12midnight Mon, Nov 25;
Reopens 11am Mon, Dec 2

They said after graduation you'll
have plenty of opportunities.
Use your degree to open

e*w doors.

this week at JVlainstreet, "Live on Stage"

Tuesday

Life of the Common
$5.00 cover, 18 & up

^d/1/ednesda^
^Nov. 20th

Scarred Visions"
with guest opener
$5.00 cover, 18 & up

Altar finala. taka atttt ariva ha naw
3003 Nlaaan Xlarra. Bacauaa right
now, WHM Motor Accapianca
Corporationi Slgnatvra GRADUATE
Financing Program offers quaHhad
now eotktga grad $500 oaah back
with a purchaaa or laaaa. "Plus, tor
quaUnad laaaa applicant*, NUAC
wUI war* IMIMM aacurtty dapostt
And lor qualmad buyara, wall Qatar

your Ural paymant lor 90 days" Juat
provida prool ol a job and confirm thai
youV ba a coilaga graduata within tha
naxt am month* or hava graouatad wilhIn tha laat 34 montta and you can driva
away in your wary own Nissan Xlarra. So
atop by Harriaonburg Niaaan daalar
today, bacauaa now you can uaa your
coiiag* aducation to opan tha door to a
naw Nissan Xlarra.

PLUS ADDITIONAL *aOOO!
EXCLUSIVCLY AT MMMUM HltSAN

ASH

GRAD C

Saturday
"ou 23ril

^^^

"Rock Handy"
with guest,

Five Spoke" & "Static Union"
*Student discount at the door with JAC card!

432 ' 9963

All Shows 18 & up
MainstreetlsPerlectly
visit us ai our website
located at 153 South Mamslreet
www.mainstreetrocks.com
In Downtown Harrisonnurg

i

UK YOUR *2000 CAM VOUCHCM TOWARD THC PMKNAM

~BW*Y

1st Time Ever at Main street, 80s Rock Tribute

OUCHER

V

NEW NISSAM H.TOC*,
B0UAASCT5
•aooo.oo-

,
I

NON-NOGOTIABU*, VOUCHCR . ONLY VALID WITH SIGNATURE GRADUATE PBO'
(.HAM . EXPIRES JAN 3. J003 TAXES TAGS * $110 PROCESSING TEC EXTRA |

Signature GRADUATE®
Collags Grads got $500 cash back on a naw 2002/2003 Xlarra.*
t^^WWJ^MSj^TgCjJAUUP CUSTOM! AS AT RUTTCWMRO tUM, OtAUK UMTl JAN
£2?5J-!£t$£fl!2y!?!£ ^LSf omnmo fwvttiPROGRAM MAIARC toouAuf«o£/r
1
*£ •JSSftl?!"!".
** «*»»HN0
CONTRACT TERM MUST Smt^WW^OOKOF
r
tMMT,
W1
™ i"*v>Y»Mtir KONMNGWITHM noAtta CSTVUC^MUSIBtA
nZJ*£ JiZ'"'
01
^51.? "StS"!"*?/ COU«« COhRRMATION Of U«COUNO OMOUATOt WWl »UM» CONTRACT
OAT! **Wpf-«UAM»3Jf}EOJ*0 OCMeSS€T$«TUAl$Ali$»l(lC€lSOEA^TCROETAIS
'ON MO* nrCRMATION W TME NISSAN WTSSITf # WWRwS&JSACOII
l«40*«441Uor
227* E. Mark* St
l-M0-lt»7«aar«fatt Owrlaufcaaj VaSay M—
aaan«wa*a»at
Ckaak Oat Oar «raai
r.aaniitatmapa}aaamaam laliaHiaar Uaaa
*mt^H%4lSttwACCOOa» VaMataaraal
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'You'll love the 'Cabaret" at Theatre II
Classic tale of 1930s Berlin nightclub characters debuts this week
BY PATRICIA BIO V\

contributing writer

Need .1 break Irom end of

semester stress? Theatre II'-.
latest pr.Hiu.iion mi itM you
to escape temporarily from
reality .irul slop into the

decadent realm of the 1930s
Berlin night scene
Director Mike Dove, ■*

senior, and his cast and crow
■lrt- set to thrill audiences
with the musical production

of "Cabaret
While
casting
and
rehearsals did not begin
until the first weeks of the
lemestet production plans
began as early as last
February Bxtenslve preparation went into this event
and the Last and crew are
looking forward to sharing
the fruits, of their labor in
this week's performances.
Hosted by the charisniati,
Emcee, the musical guides
the audience through the
experience*
of
Cliff
Bradlhaw,
an American
writer who travels lo Berlin
in search of inspiration for
Ins n,-u book VUiat hi' finds
is the Kii Kal (Club, a placi

where lire is celebrated loudly in a seductive display of
tree love open sexuality and
loose morals. Dradshaw is
Swept into this thrillinglv
scandalous world and falls in
love with the cabaret's star,
Sail] Howies, played In senioi I is,i Cecchini.
I he -lory ot their romance
parallels the courtship of an
older
couple,
Iraulein
Schneider, who rents Cliff his
room, and Herr Schult?, a
lewish fruit salesman. Each
relationship unfolds against
a backdrop ot increasing tension and despair as (he \.I/IS
come to power and the lives
ot each character unavoidably are affected
"Cabaret" will he Dove's
third lime directing at
Theatre II, but he especially
is exdted about putting on
this show 'I really wanted to
do a big show, and this is .1big is it gels, he said.
Dove said that he chose
the play because it is smart
and witty and lends itself to
sense of leal intim.KV with
tin- audience According to
the dire,lor and wist, the

main goal is to create a sens,
of two separate worlds and
then explore what happens
when they COtrte into conflict
with each other. One is the
fantasy world of the Kit Kat
Klub; the other is the rcalitv
ot an outside world on the
brink of war.
In order to accommodate
this idea, junior Keith foster
designed a set that gins a
step beyond the ordinary.
'It's not just about the set
and the stage, it's about creating a complete atmosphere," he said. "Our aim is
to transform the entire building into a 1930s cabaret it inot simply a period play, it's
a production that lends itself
to the immersion of the audience in an alternate reality.'
Audiences can expect a
show that includes them as
more than mere viewers, but
as active participants in the
world that has been created
for them. While "Cabaret"
promises to be fun. there also
is a serious side to it that
audience members will be
hard-pressed to ignore.
Cecchini agrees with this

idea. "'Cabaret' is unique in
that it opens your mind by
examining a period of history through manv sets ot
CMS.' she said. "The show
is very much 'in your face'
and forces the audience to
think about issues thai arm t
pleasant to deal with."
In addition to the a, ting
and singing, senior Katie
McNulty and sophomore
Travis Odekirk
worked
together to come up with
playful and showy choreography thai was designed lo
enhance the story and
ensure that the audience is
well-entertained.
At times it- a little racy
and if will definitely make
some people squirm in their
seats, McNulty said.
Tickets are $5 and can be
purchased
in
advance
today from 4 to 7 p.m. or at
the door Tuesday through
Sunday starting at A p.m.
Performances will run from
Nov. 19 through Nov. 23 at
H p.m , with a midnight
Show Friday and a 2:30
p.m. matinee performance
Sunday Nov. 24.

MORoAN RIKHlyiiiij;f*,.r„l(rapVr

The cast members rehearse a sultry scene In "Cabaret,"
which will run In Theatre II this week. Tickets are $5.

Follow Golden Rule when it comes to dating \ Dancers show talent
FOLLOW frost pags 13

mind you, but I really wanted tosei Horn. Alone." Ten minUtSS later, I kid yini not. the other
boy caUod aixl asked Hie same
question. 1 told him I already was
Hh his friend.
Well, the next morning they
got in a huge fight out by the
bus ramp and I started tying
Both boys were sent to the principal's office and they never
spoke to each other again And
you know what7 I still feel
guilty, even though it wasn't mv
Hurt, and even though I had no
uav ot knowing rli.it the dating
rules wen ahead] bi cocci In
fifth grade, I still thought bovs
had "cootieIhos,
should have known not to pursue the same girl Bn'aking that
rule put them in conflict with
each Other ami il put me in a
very w-eird pn-dicament.
Rule number two — Don't
date your best friend's ex. Talk
about potential for ugliness

Things, an only get weirder and
weirder between the (wool you
Aud urn will begin to resent the
person you ,\n- dating lor being
thi' soune ot Ihe weirdness
between you and your friend.
True, sometimes th,
ness can he minimized, say, by
talking it over with your friend
before you move in for the kill.
Senior Hnnier C hnsty dated his
best friend's ev-girlfriend, but
only after he spoke to Ihe guy
about it. "My friend was actually like, 1 fed a lot better know ing Hearing it from vou. it's, a
lot easiet to take and understand
than just seeing little flirtations
and assuming things,'" he said.
But C'hn-ty got it pott) as*)
People aren't always so Straightforward or so understanding
about this sort of thing
The talk" can be a tricky one.
I .auging whether another person
is (>k with vou dating their ex
requires extreme sensitivity and
insight int.. that person, including

the ability to see tfinxigh their IK-.
For exampk1, when a persm awa,
\, | 1 ,km't mind at all if you date
myex."arethev really saving, "Go
right ahead'"(>, if yi HI go through
with it, will they just tliniw sonuthing sharp
, and
scream, "You should have known
1
that I was King What land of
friend are you, am
Everyone is different. My
grieving period, for exampk', usually is short and the guy and I normally stay on good terms. So,
most of the time my friends don't
even have to ask me, because I'm
probably already busy setting my
ex up with them. But, I have a
sneaking suspicion that I'm
strange. I've seen friends whose
breakups have left them in an
extremely sensitive place with a
lot of open emotional wounds. In
scenarios like that, sometimes
even a year or two later, sufficient
healing still has not occurred for a
new relationship to be OK. So,
unless you know your friend bet-

I,T tlian vou know yourself and
can read them like a book, avoid
the whok' situation cixnpk'tely. It
requias a certain k"vcl of empathy
that some piiipk' just do not have
Rule number three — Do
not d.ite one of die other members of a light-knit cm le ot
friends. Addendum — especially it il is going to cause
problems with the other
friends. An effective, if pessimistic, way to judge whether
this rule applies to you is to
imagine, long Ivforc you and
said person aver get together,
how the group ol friends will
be affected if the two of vou
bn'ak up. If you really do foresee an easy "That-was-fun-butlet's-just-go-back-to-beingfriends" breakup, then by all
means, go for it.
If all else fails, just
remember the Golden one
(do unto others as you
would have them do to you)
and stick with that.

OASCERS, Irvm page 13
was in another freshman dance
ensembk' piece called "Shift," choreographed by pn >h vsor of dance
Shane OTfara with assistance from
the dancers. The music started out
with an industrial svxind and then
moved into faster, instrumental
music. The dancers imitated each
other's postures and played off
each other well in the dance. "It
was interesting how the dancere
mimicked each others' poses," junkir Heather Egbert said. "Il looked
like they were residual images."
Senior Henry Hill's solo piece,
"The One About ME ..." wa.
interesting in that it started out
with him singing and was accompanied by the Janet Jackson song
"Got Till Its Gone." Hill's work
was very sexy, complemented by
the dramatic lighting and his simpk' white pants and vest The vest
was removed later in the course of
the dance. The audience's squeals
and screams showed their appreciation of Hill's performance.

Hilarity ensued with the last
piece. "Epeler," choreographed
by junior April Gruber, which
mocked young ballet dancers.
The dancers sprinkled glittery
dust and came on stage wearing
fluffy white tutus. All the while
the girls squealed random
phrases such as, "Don't stand in
the middle! That's my spot!"
and "Hey what comes after
this?" The dance was completed
with a giggling glitter fight midstage. This piece was a fun, comical way to end the night.
Despite the hot conditions in
the dance studio and the kmgth
of the program, it was quite
entertaining.
Some
pieces
inspired thoughtfulness and
demonstrated beauty in form
and structure. "It was very sculptural," senior Susan Lynch said.
Others inspired laughter
in the audience and gave
relief from the more serious
pieces, while demonstrating
skill in dance.
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Fans
pose
the real
danger

u Field Hockey bounced from NCAAs
No. 12 JMU fell to No. 10 Duke
University 2-1 Saturday, ending its run in
the NCAA tournament.
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DAVE LOMBARDO

women 's soccer coach

See rterv Wiew

See story below

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Spiders end Dukes' NCAA run
After knocking off host
University of North CarolinaCharlotte in the first round of the
NCAA Tournament 1-0 Friday
m>;ht, JMU fell to the University
of Richmond 1-0 Sunday in
Charlotte, N.C, eliminating the
Dukes from the NCAA
Tournament.
Both teams remained deadlocked at the half, but
Richmond's Annette I sham put
the Spiders i
on the board
Sunday
with a shot
|\1L
fed by Jcnna |
Merriam
the
79th
minute.

BY MITCH ALBOM

set FANS, page IS

I M III

FTU- PWVnVJuhr Wthrn
Freshman forward No. 19 Kim Argy (right) -cored the only goal for JMU In Friday's 1-0 win over the University of North
Carolina - Charlotte. The Dukes fell to the University of Richmond 1-0 Sunday, knocking them out of the NCAA tournament.

CROSS COUNTRY

attempted to I
rally in the
final minutes, but was stopped
cold, allowing the Spiders to
hold off the Dukes in rainy conditions.
"This was a game of wills,"
coach Dave lombardo said in a
Sunday press release after the
game. "We had some chances
early in the game but we were
unable to put the ball away You
have to give Richmond credit.
They really picked up the pace in
the second half and put us under
a lot of pressure. I felt going into
the game that this could be a
high-scoring game due to the
weather conditions. But going
into the second half, I felt that
one goal would be the difference
and that is what happened."
The Dukes, who finish the
season 13-8-3, advanced to the
second round of the tournament
with their shutout Friday over
the49ers.
JMU freshman Kim Argy, the
Colonial Athletic Association
Rookie of the Year, nailed the
only goal for the Dukes. Argy
headed the ball in on a comer
kick in the 62nd minute, which
proved to be the game winner
for JMU.
—from staff reports

FIELD HOCKEY

Defrancesco leads
Dukes fall to
Dukes to ninth place Blue Devils
Senior Mollee DeFrancesco
placed fifth at the NCAA
Southeast
Region
Cross
Country
Championships
Saturday, qualifying her for
the NCAA Championships
Nov. 25.
DcFrencesco
finished
with a time of 20 minutes.
17 seconds. The University
of North Carolina's Shalane
Flanagan won with a time
of 19:17.0.
North
Carolina
State
University's Kristin Price and
Wake Forest University's
Annie Bersagel placed second
and third, respectively.
As a whole, the women's

team, ranked 27th in the
country, placed ninth overall
out of 26 teams.
Among the other finishers for JMU were freshman
Nelly
Anderson,
59th
(21:46.1);
junior
Cindy
Dunham, 70th (21:56.7); junior Kelly
Baker, 75th
(22:06.1); red-shirt sophomore Claire Wood, 95th
(22:34.0); junior Ashley
Payne, 104th (22:46.0; and
junior Catherine Seguin,
117th (23:09.7).
Meanwhile, the men's
cross country team placed
seventh out of 25 teams.
Sophomore James Kays

and junior John Fraser
placed 32nd and 33rd,
respectively with times of
31:01.3 and 31:02.6.
Sophomore Mark Bahunk
finished 46th in a time of
31:33.9. Freshman Josiah
Cadle placed 82nd (32:30.2)
and senior Ian Scott placed
101st (32:53.3).
The women's team heads
to the Eastern College
Athletic Conference (ECAC)
Championships this weekend, while the men's team
travels
to
the
IC4A
Championships this coming
weekend.
—from staff reports

Stackhouse, Wizards have outside
shot at Eastern Conference playoffs
The changing of the guard
is upon us As the profes-IPIUI and collegiate football seasons
start to look
Our of
ahead to the
BOUNDS
playoffs and
bowl
games, basketball fever
is starting to
catch
on
among
sports fanatics.
College
basketball
KM \III
officially
started last
GAnOOTT
week, and
JMU's season starts this Friday. But sin, c
everyone's favorite time of the
year, March Madness, is an eternity away, I'll instead discuss
the NBA and our beloved
Washington Wizards.
Almost thnv weeks inlo the
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" ... going into the second half, I
felt that one goal could be the difference ..."

Knight Ridder Tribune
Let's say you're a salesman.
How would you like it if,
moments after you lost a big
account, someone ran into
your office and started wagging a finger and yelling "Ha!
Ha! Too bad! Guess the other
guy had a better pitch!"
Or you're a lawyer. You just
lost a big case. As you rum to
leave the courtroom, 1,000 people surround you hollering
curses and insults. You can't
even get to the door without
wiggling through their army.
Sound annoying? Sound
wrong? Well, then maybe you
can tell me why Jon Wauford
was the one led off in handcuffs after the Marshall
University-University
of
Miami (Ohio) football game
Tuesday night?
Wauford, in this story, is
the lawyer or the salesman.
He was leaving his place of
work, the football field.
Suddenly there were hundreds of fans between him
and the locker room, all of
whom were celebrating
Marshall's last-second, 36-34
victory over Wauford's team.
One of these fans, a 36-yearold man named Robert
Flaugher — and why a 36-yearold man has to run onto a football field is a question we will
ponder in a moment — was,
according to his brother, "celebrating with the Marshall players" and "waving good-bye to
the Miami players."
Now, "waving good-bye,"
in the lingo of crazy postgame
fans, is not "waving good-bye"
the way, say, a flight attendant
waves good-bye.
More often than not, it's
"SEE YA! WOULDN'T WANT
TO BE YA!"
Or "GO HOME, LOSER!"
Or words to that effect.
No matter what, it is not
something a football coach
or a player should have to
endure as he tries to make
his way off the field.
Doesn't a person have the
right to leave his workplace
without confrontation?
Nonetheless, when Wauford
tried to leave the field after the
wild, last-second loss, he was
faced not only with hundreds
of opposing fans, but the sight
of Flaugher and his "waving
good-bye" antics.
What
went
through
Wauford's mind? Some say he
thought he was in danger.
Some say he thought one of his
players was in danger. Maybe
he was just ticked off. But he
shoved Flaugher and Flaugher
went down. Hard. He landed

I THE

season, the NBA is off to an
interesting, somewhat unpredictable start. So far the story of
the league is the Dallas
Mavericks and their 10-0 start
(through Saturday's games),
with crazy-haired forward Dirk
Nowitzki leading the way But
there's a team about two hours
northeast of Harrisonburg who
also could make some noise in
the NBA this year.
After a successful 5-3 preseason, the Washington Wizards
are off to an impressive 6-1 start,
posting victories in six of their
last seven contests. Their most
recent victory came Nov. 16, a
30-point trashing against an
Eastern Conference foe, the
Miami Heat. In a competitive
Atlantic Division that likely will
be k*d by last year's runner-up,
the New Jersey Nets, and a
resurgent Orlando Magic squad
featuring a potent one-two tandem of swingmen Tracy
McGrady and Cml Mill, the

\

But let's make one thing
clear — Stackhouse is
the man who makes
this team go, night
in and night out.
Period.
Wizards have an outside shot at
making the Eastern Conference
playoffs. If no one noticed during the preseason, the Wizards
treated everyone with their
tricks on Halloween night, beating last year's conference finalist, the Boston Celtics, by a
downright embarrassing score
of 114-69. Coach Doug Collins'
team has yet to be blown out of
a game, their worst loss coming

by just eight points.
Once
Michael
Jordan
announced he was returning for
another season and donning the
blue and gold No. 23, Wizards
fans started talking about their
team's chances in the Eastern
Conference. With acquisitions
like guards Jerry Stackhouse
and Larry Hughes, as well as
forwards Charles Oakley and
Bryon "I got posterized by
my new boss in the 1998 NBA
hn.ils' Russell, Washington has
all the UKIIS it needs to improve
on last year's record. And when
you add efficient role players
liki1 nxikie guard Juan Dixon
and first-year forward Jared
Jeffries to the mix, the Wiz have
good depth and balance at all
positions. But kt's make one
thing clear — Stackhouse is the
man who makes this team go,
night in and night out. Period.
The former University of
Kf WIZ. page IS

After earning an at-large
bid
into
the
NCAA
Tournament, the No. 12 field
hockey team
fell in the I
Saturday
first round
to No. 101
I NIL
D u k
1
University 2-1
1 Saturday
Duke
in Winston-1
Safari, N.C.
The BlueDevils grabbed an early lead
when Kim van Kirk scored
right before the 12 minute
mark in the first period. Duke
added to its lead when Crissy

Murphy scored 26 minutes, 30
seconds into the game.
The Dukes rallied to score
in the second period. Red-shirt
junior forward Valerie Cohen
put home an unassisted goal at
the 50:03 mark.
Red-shirt senior goalkeeper
Kiernan Raffo made six saves
on the day for JMU.
JMU had topped Duke earlier in the season 3-2 in
Harrisonburg Sept. 7.
The Blue Devils moved on
to play Wake Forest University
Sunday, where the Demon
Deacons won 2-0.
—from staff rtporh

RENEWED OPTIMISM

MORGAN RIF.H1 AufT/iflMiwnviArr
Sophomore forward Lynn Llburd (right) keeps the
ball away from a defender In the Dukes exhibition game Friday against the Melbourne Tigers.
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JMU's offense clicks in overtime upset against Tribe
fjfl A from ptgt I
like let*! get this, omfaf them

team should have done a better |ob containing the IHbe'a
quarterh.u k
V\r didn't get much pressure on Corely," Matthews
■aid l w.is ri'.illv dJaappoint1
ed with how much praanifa
wc got on him. I thought their
offensive line handled us prettv mil. We had to blit/ to get
anv kind of pressure on him,
and when we just rushed four,
tve didjl'l git there
After each team went
four-and-out, the Dukes got

the ball back with 10:45 left
to play. A 21-yard run on
third-and-four by Hines, followed by an 11-yard run by
Mallory set up first-and-ten
from the Tribe's 48
Two plays later, on thirdand-six, Cooke handed the ball
off to Connelly, who then proceeded to throw the ball down
field to wide open red-shirt
freshman tight end Casim,
Harris, who ran 44 yards for a
touchdown, putting JMU up
28-21 with 7:18 left

Conary then proceeded to
lead W&M on a 13 play, 80yard
drive that lasted si\ minJML wu able to hold the
utes ,ind 28 seconds. With just
lead for most of. the ganu\
under one minute to play,
hm early in Ihe fourth W&M
Corely threw a one-yard
qu.irtcrb.ick D.ivo Corcly
touchdown pass to fullback
capped an eight play, Nl-vard
Nick Rogers that tied the score
drive with a 10-yard touchat 28-28 and eventually sent
down pass to tight end l.in
the game into overtime.
Kemp, tving the score at 21Matthews commented on
21. Corcly finished the game
his team's big pl.n making
20-of-31 passing tor 21.3 yards
abilities in contrast to W&M's
and
three
touchdowns.
ability to contnil the dock.
Matthews said despite play"1 thought it was an cvcnlv
ing good overall defense, his
played game,' Matthews said.
"If you notice the usual
William & Mary and JMU
games, usually we're the ones
controlling the ball and going
on long drives and they're the
ones big playing everyone.
This was different because we
were big pl.iving them to
death and they were controlling the ball on us, which was
kind of a different twist on it."
The Dukes jumped out to an
early 6-0 lead on a four-yard
touchdown run in the first
quarter by red-shirt senior
Brannon Coins, capping a nineplay, 58-yard drive that used
up just over four minutes
JMU extended it- le.nl on the
following drive, this time going
■ Is in [4 pl.ns A tour-yard
touchdown pass from le/ottc
to red-shirt sophomore tailback
Kondell Bradley put the Dukes
up 12-0, with I-eZotte hooking
up with red-shut Irishman
wide leveiwi \i. IbDtj loi a
two-point conversion to make
the lead 14-0.
"When Matt threw that
touchdown to Kondell, it was
a MTV athletic play by Matt
Hkt-W \MI st>\ manrphnotraplm
and a great catch by Kondell.'
Sophomore cornerback Cortez Thompson (#36) returns an Interception for SB yard* during the
Matthews said. "I think Nic
second quarter of Saturday's game. The Dukes went on to beat the Tribe 34-31 in overtime.
Tolley's also really playing

Fans pose danger to coaches,
players at sporting events
FANS, from page 17
sports have come to?
swarmed and swamped by
At what point do colleges drunken idiots. This from
on (he artificial turf, banged
his head and was eventually — who have rules about universities who are suptfaBOM everything — make posedly concerned about
taken away on a stretcher.
Wauford was taken away rules about who belongs on their athletes' welfare. Mark
in handcuffs
a field and who doesn't? You my words, one day a kid is
The
arrest
chnrge1 have a harder time getting going to break an arm under
Battery.
The
fallout? into the library than you do a pile of whooping fans and
his career will be over. And
Wauford was suspended getting to the 50-yard line.
Consider a few basic facts then what?
from the program. And we
can only imagine what is of this story. Miami had just
Wauford may have been
coming his
way
once lost the game on two contro- wrong, but he was only
pass-interference being human. What was
Flaugher's headache clears versial
penalties.
Wauford
is Flaugher being — besides a
up and he talks to lawyers.
But while no one con- Miami's defensive coordina- fool? A 36-year-old has to
dones violence, you have to tor, and therefore, he likely run onto a football field to
wave good-bye? Why? Was
wonder if Wauford should felt worse than anyone.
He is 32, a former stand- he a part of the win''
be taking a fall for a system
out player himself, a big
No. That's the mistake
that is out of whack.
After all. we live in a guy, strong and used to too many fans make. They
world where a female tennis physical contact. Along think they matter. They
player. Monica Seles, was comes this taunting fan. think they belong. They
stabbed in the back by a And Wauford — in anger, think by wearing a T-shirt or
frustration, self-protection, painting their face, they are
rabid fan.
When a baseball coach whatever — shoves the guy. a part of the game and on
was recently jumped and And the guy happens to the team.
beaten by two fans. Where land on his head.
They're not. And they
All those circumstances don't belong on the field
soccer crowds routinely
endanger one another in add up to disaster for You wouldn't put up with
Wauford. But what about such exits at your office.
postgame celebrations.
Did you know a Marshall the preventive math? How And football teams shouldfan Web site made such omi- about a rule that keeps fans n't have to, either. The
nous threats against the off the field — period? handcuffs were on the
Miami team, that Miami's What right do they have to coach. But it's fans who
coach brought along sevor.il be out there? The six beers pose the danger.
police officers to guard the they drank?
Mitch Albom is a sptwfs columsideline? Is that what thfte
I have seen players nist for tlw Detroit Free-Press.

I1K1AV V\lt SON/vmi. phiHottriipitfr

Rad-ahlrt freshman Raymond Hlnes. left, celebrates after
scoring the game-winning touchdown In overtime Saturday,
well. He's one of those guys

that got an opportunity, and
it's hard to get him out of the
lineup now."
On the ensuing kickoff, the
Tribe's
Stephen
Caaon
returned the ball 57 yards to
the JMU 40, setting up a sevenplay drive that ended with
I only tossing a four-yard
touchdown pass to fullback
Corey Paxton, cutting the
Dukes' lead to 14-7
"The kickoff mum when n
was 14-0, that really was a huge
momentum change," Matthew!
said. "I thought that reallv gave
iheii sideline.! big lift."
W&M was able to tie the
game briefly in the third quarter on a 38-yard touchdown
run by junior fullback Nick
Rogers at 13:13, but JMU
regained the lead 21-14, after a
fumble recoverv by Bradshaw
at the Dukes' 49 lead to a 51-

vard touchdown pass from
Cookc to Mallory.

I.i-on (Malloryl might get
mad, but all I kept thinking
was
don't get brought
down,'" Cooke said. "He didn't and he made a great play."
Matthews said he felt
Cooke
really grew up
through his triumphs in this
game, as well as through his
tribulations in the Dukes'
Oct.
19 game at the
I nn.Tsity of Richmond.
"I thought this about
Jayson, and he would agree
with this, I thought he learned
a good lesson at Richmond,"
Matthews said. "He didn't
play vcrv well that night, and
since then he has practiced
very well and he has been to
play, and 1 think our kids had
every confidence in the world
that we could win that game
with Javson

Wiz team to watch out for
WIZ, from page 17
North Carolina superstar has
been lights out on his new team,
posting a 242 points per game
clip and playing over 10 minutes
more per game than anv other
Wizard. With all due respect to
lh- Aimess. Jordan isn't the featured scorer on this club — it's
Stackhouse. hands down. Once
dubbed as selfish and a player
who sometimes takes ill-advised
shots, "Stack" has learned to distribute Ihe ball to open teammates, leading Washington with
4.9 assists per game.
Now if you know me fairly
well, you know I'm a huge
Tarheels fan. So if s only fitting if
I toot the horn of my favorite
school in all the land, by bringing up three UNC alums who
will be crucial to the Wizards'
success this se.ison Ihe obvious
ones are Jordan and Stackhouse
— household names in the basketball world — but there's
another Dean Smith product
that you may not have heard of.
His name is Brendan Haywood,
a 7-foot center who's in his second year as a Wizard.
After some initial, expected
struggles as a rookie last season,
Haywood has started all but
one game so far, providing a
much-needed presence in the
middle. His numbers won't
jump out at you, but watch this
guy play and you can't help but

be impressed with his shot
blocking, rebounding and intensity. To me, it's only a matter of
time before Haywood and
power forward Kwame Brown,
last year's No. 1 draft pick, combine to form one of the most
dangerous low-post combinations in the league. Oh, and did
I mention they're 22 and 20
years young old, respectively?
It's safe to say these guys will be
patrolling the paint for a while.
When
looking
at
Washington's 200:-03 roster,
one thing stands out — youth.
Ihis team has 10 players with
four or fewer years of NBA
experience. But fresh legs are
starting to take over the league,
and having substitutes like
Dixon. Jeffries and center Etan
Thomas ready to go anytime
certainly helps. The two grandfathers on the squad are Jordan
and Oakley, who have 31 years
of NBA experience between
them. Come playoff time, veteran leadership will be essential
for this team loaded with young
raw talent
It's obviously very early to
predict how well any team will
do over the course of an 82game season. But if the opening weeks are any indication,
the Washington Wizards will
turn the heads of opposing
teams and coaches. Instead 01
rambling on about where I

J$<\
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Michael Jordan and his
Wizards ara ona of the top
contandars In tha East,
think they will finish, I'll save
myself the risk of jinxing their
success by saying I'll root for
them no matter what their
record is. Anytime the greatest
ever to play the game is on the
floor, your team has a chance
to win Plus, I have to stay true
to the Carolina bloodline in the
NBA. And oh yeah, how will
UNC basketball do this year?
No comment.
Khalil Garrioll is a junior
SMAD major who is so desperate,
he wishes his beloved Tarheels
could grant former 7-foot-6-inch
center Serge Zwikker an extra
year of eligibility.

J THE NEW

ITS SOMETHING ELSE

Seats five, has 53 cubic
feet of cargo space, and
is available with 180 hp
and a 6-speed manual
shift. Even evolution
can't fully explain it.
02002 TOYOTA MOTOR SALES, USA, INC. BUCKLE UP
MIT FOR THOSE WHO LOVE YOU HSBF INCLUDES
DELIVERY. PROCESSES AND HAWING FEE EXCLUDES TAX.
TITLE LICENSE. OPTIONS AND REGlONAU* REQUIRED
EQUIPMENT ACTUAL DEALER PRICE MAY VARY.
I

I

r

MONDAY, NOV.

PARK APARTMENTS
1,2, A .1 bedroomi

Ki'..iit Beside Each Other!

2 Four Bedroom L'nib

(in pre* Ided far heal.
eeeklaf tt \et water

('mu (o he remodeled. Clow to
cimpuv $24(Vmowh per prrvn

Option fer ALL UTILITY
iHClutioa

t'unoui* Th» could be cooler than

Corporate aparimrni
homes available

yulhink Really1
Call BryM, 804-306-1344

Short term Iratci optional

Fft* Rant Until January • looking
lor fomaorM to lake laata Call
434 797-4829
Mutt rum Ova* or Sublaaaa • nca
bedroom in SouO» V*w apartments
Bedroom #2 avaii&Die wttn private
twin. Most utilities included. Rant
is »?95/month. Desperate to rant
will pay l/4th of rant through May.
PMJSM contact Taylor 804*e52«86
or Rabacca Mbart, 4383835.
Feeling CraWfadT Compare our
spacious nouses, duplexes and
apartments. See photos, prices
and current evelWi.lity for 2003 •
2004 at www.cMStttproperTy.com
ElU.Mth Street 2003
1004
porcnes. hardwood floors. Ethernet.
all appliances 568 3068

WE HAVE
PROPERTY AT:
WESTPORT VILLAGE
HUNTERS RIDGE
DEVON LANE
MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J-MS
OLD SOUTH HIGH
UNIVERSITY PLACE
EAST & WEST MARKET
HIGH STREET
1-2-3-4 OR 5
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
2-3-4 BEDROOM
HOUSES

ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMU!
NO BUS RIDE!
Kline Really
Properly Management
438-8800

Prt friend l> commnnit*
Call (540) 433-2621
ancogaoUomor wwwpMfapBita
Bfffal llouiin| Opportunity
SubKaoo 1 g«4troom Apartment •
across from campus. $375/mo.
Water and heat included. Available
Spr,r»j semester. 560-9090.

9 Piece Pearl Dram Sat - rack,
double pedal, maple snare. Paista
symbais. $2,700. Contact Gavin.
540887 2861.
Iff* Heed*. CUV IX AWO - sever.
with eitras, excellent condition.
115.000 miles Below NADA at
$10,900. OBO. 432 1018, eit. 4
(daytime): Chris.
IMS ForTCentOU* • 5spaad, VB,
84.000 miles, great shape, new
tires, battery Perfect student car'
$4,395. best offer. 879-9947.
Dsll Insplron 7000 Laptop
Computer • Excellent condition.
Asking.
$550.
For
more
*formeten. can Mary. 574-3447
IMS Ford Browoe M - 4WD. 3 inch
lift, good condition, great for fourwheeling. $2,500. or bast offer.
Call 5404380681

taring SWotetl looking for a female
lo sublet room m South view. Thai)
floor, private bathroom, walk in
closer i305/monih (neg) plus
electric Contact Meghan. 4783588
or bowmanmcOimu eOu

Masaanuttaa rime Share • 4th
week Sept.. 1st week Oct. Sleeps
8. full kitchen, jacuzii. sauna,
double deck. $5,000/**.. ODD
7032554712.

Heuae on Rort RapuaHc Rd. 2 3
bedroom, dtrectly across from the
campus. *700/mondi plus deposit
Available 1/1/03. Call 4389140.

Washer • Kenmore. compact.
e»ceilent condition (I paid $500).
$200. Dryer • Whirlpool, suckabst.
small to medium sued, $60. Call
574 2308.

Four ■edroom Townhouee • 2
baths, washar/dryer, $750 or Mil
lease by floor. 2 bed, 1 bath
kitchenette. $375. 1326 Bradley
Lane. 833-6104.

Fores! Hills & (■mnhriar
Drive Townhouse*
Takiig applications lor 203* 2004
wtuolyear 44 5 Bednwrm Ron
$IJOD-$l,1utVmo (aNe Telephone.
ind Fihemei hookup* m all nnrm.

I .-lUn I7M
Room Available for Second
Semester • $230 par month Call
2988984 or L)oosne>e©i com.
Four Bedroom Hoeee for Rant •
Qood neighborhood, close to
campus, washer/dryer included.
May 2003
May 2004 lease.
Groups only. Call 4330380. day:
or 432-1589. evening
One •edroem Apartment •
$395/morttn. Quiet neighborhood,
close to JMU Available 1/1/03.
First month free' Cell 421-4980

FOR SALE
Pewter/Brass Menoraha for
Manukkah. Gift & ThnU, 227 N. Main.

'93 Dedge Colt • low mileage,
some work needed $1.700/neg
Call 4335157.
1M4 Chryetet Lassarew - 65.500
miles, very dependable, new
stereo, spoke wheels, elec. locks
and windows, automatic, a-'. Call
Sharon. 433-5112. $1,000 (nag)

X MAS HELP
Immediale openings in
customer service/sales.
Great pay and great
environment. Temporary
and permanent positions
Students welcome and
schedules around finals.
Must be 18*. Call now!
434-245-0226
Hengln' Around for the MoHdeys7
Coma nave fun and make money'
Hank's Smokehouse and Dell is
now looking for servers, hosts, and
catering help! Experience, a must!
Apply in person at Hank's
Smokehouse on Route 33, just 7
miles past the Valley Meal
Work. FiaUkwek* *l
Use our catalogs to get big orders
Distributorships m your area. Can
Donna toll free. 1-877-530-5302
No fee. no obligation.
Hara'a Vour Chance - at a great
paying fob of $9/hr wen aabemeiy
flexible hours at local hlgf. tech call
center. No experience needed.
Almost guaranteed hiring with
referral. Call Stephen for referral at
439-1122 and details to eeey money.
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SPRNG'BREAK,

Band Needa Practice Space

PARTY VACATIONS
-•■''. k AP.'I.'O JAMA:"*

-,vw ::.-=:■>»

pun

SERVICES
Oet a Speeding TIcketT Your
auto's spaedometar may be wrong.
Calibrate your speedometer today
and beat that ticket m court. Call
43*8800.
Long Dlatanee 3.9 centa/
wtkMrte . No fees No 1010 Call
1 866 366-3489.
httpy/bestrates iscool.net
Yost Can tea The Doctor New et Patient Care Pius m Staunton.
8:00 am. 10:00 p.m. 365 days
a year. And we'll meet you
anytime after hours. Just call
540885-6786. Board certified
emergency physicians, x-rays,
treatment of all minor illnesses
and injuries. No wailing evenings
and nights

TRAVEL
Spring
Break 2003
with
StuderrtClty.comI P 'Inf. A'. Intel.
free food' and 150% lowest price
guarantee! Reps wanted! Organise
15 friends, earn 2 free trips, VIP
treatment, cash and prizes to
promote StudentCity.com! Cal
l 800-293 1445 or e-mail
saleseHtudentclty.com today!

ai Sartag Break Vacations! 110%
bast prices! Mexico. Jamaica.
Behemee. Florida, texea. Book now
end receive free parties and
meals. Campus reps wanted!
1^00234-7007
andlesssommaf tours com
Ael New) Ouarantae the best
spring break prices! South Padre,
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acaouko. Florida, and Marckgras.
Travel free, raps needed, earn
$$$. Group discounts for 6* Call
1888THINKSUN (18888446578.
dept 2626.)
www.aptinfprtakaitcounu.com
01 Spring Breek Ope "tor I
Awesome deals on packages with
free meal plans for Cancun A
Jamaica. Book by October 31st.
Call us today. 1 8662732500.
www. vageOondtours.com

wmm
SPRING BREAK 03

Clubs • Student Groups

HELP WANTED

Oar program make
raadrslslag rait wHh ae liiki.

Earn Up lo 1(00 Par Walk MMmbUng product* at horn* No
aipar.anca Into. 1 9856481700.
Dm VA-4806

Fundraiiinf due* are filling qm. > It

Fern SI.000- $2,000 this
semester with a proven
CampusFurKlTaiser 3 hour
furtdrauing cent

irou0o*ntf7
Then go Direct! Book now and get
guaranteed lowest pneo, free meals,
and free insurance! Campus rape
wanted1 Organize some friends travel free! We have zero customer
complaints'
1 800 367-1252
www spnrwjWeakdlract.com

Spring Break 200S - is now
sponsored by Student Express!
Cencun, Acepuico. Mazatian,
Jama>ca. Bahamas. South Padre.
Las Vegas. Florida, and Ibiza.
Book early and get free meals!
Student Express sponsors the
best parties and is now hiring
salaried Salespeople, Campus
Reps, and On-site Staff Contact
www.studentexpress.com or call
1-80O787 3787 for datairs
Wanted! Spring Breakers! SCV
warns to send you on Spring Break
2003 to Cancun. Acepuico, Mazatian,
Jamaca or the Bahamas for free' Cal
now at 180O79547B6 or email at
■Wwiejinii ni»i»m m*onecom

PERSONALS

S40 for third class mall
or $80 lor first class mall.
you can receive a full year of

Contact CampuiFuadniMcr
•t8HR-92J02>*, or visit
www camputfunJranrr com

4M4MM

111 Earl» S»nng Break Seeclalil
Cancun a Jamaica from $4291
Free breakfast, dinners A parties!
Award winning company! Group
leaders free! Honda vacations from
$149! spnngtyeakt'avef com
1*00676*386.

Subscribe to
The Breeze!

so get with the program! II work.

JMU Profaaaor Saaka Paraon hir
Houaawork - ano light yarOwork.
Foul to in hour* oei weak Call

111 tarty tf)ecss*st Spring Break
Bahamas party cruisal 5 days
$2991 includes meals, parties!
Awesome beaches, nightlife!
Departs from Florida! Gat group
go free! epringOrea* (ravel, com
l«0O67&«388

Skydlvo' '
■ T»ndem
SkySVves from 3 12 "iiktS up!
22 fumeer etna* JMU Student
dSBCOvnis' Car 187) '48-3759
(877DIVESKV)
www.sky04vtorangt.com

Fraternities • Sororities

2O01 Fort Taurue SE -17.000 mta,
perfect condition. V6 engine, AC,
alarm. Alloy wheels. AM/FM/
cassette, cruise control, driver/
passenger airbsg. power locks,
windows and steering 442-5767

At Last! Spring Break la Neerl
Book before Nov. 6th. Free meals,
parties. 2 free tnps. lowest puces.
Cad 18004287710
www. sunspfashtours.com

Tht Br—nl
Please send rour name.
address & money to:

NOTICE

ttakK Train
aaa-J2S0
a day potential Local poaitloni.
18O0-293-3983. e.l 215
$1,500 Waakry PotamW - ma.llng
our crfculart. Free information. Call
2OJ683O202

The Breeze

For more inforntauoo aad
assinaacc regarding the
» euigaiton of financine huurru
rjaponMsssv coiSsct ■*
Helm Buiineu Bureau. Inc
l-aS9-S33-SStl

James Madison University
Anthony-Saeger Hall

MSC 6805
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Massanutten Resort

SKI FOR FREE!

Yo*> r wi Wz

Now hiring for Ski Season
(December through March)
Lift Attendants. Snow Tubing Attendants. Rental Shop
Attendants. Instructors, Cashiers, Telephone
Operators, Retail Shop, and Food Service
Free Mid-Week Skiing, Rental Equipment, and Lessons lor Working Only 20 Hours Per Week
Stop by the Ski Ollice Mon-Fri 8:30 am to 4:30 pm to till out an application.

289-4954

HARRISONBURG OB/GYN ASSOCIATES, PC
C. Larry Whitten, M.D. M. Catherine Slusher, M.D.
Sherry L. Driver, F.N.P.
Herbert E. Bing, M.D.
WELCOMES
MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D. AND JASON K. GENTRY, M.D.

Daniel G. Witmcr. M.D.
Louis K. Nelson, M.D.

Wednesday,

Nov 20:

-

Phone:
(540)434-3831
(800) 545-3348
Ask about our
new extended hours
TO THEIR PRACTICE OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Sony Recording Artist
Clint Daniels

1950-A DEVERLE AVE. HARMSONBURG

no cover
with student ID

CHECK US OUT ONLINE

Aistonspub.com

Valley Medical Group

GYNECOLOGY
Elizabeth Swallow. MD • Cathy Riltenhouse. RN. CFNP

Yearly Gynecology Exams
STD Checks
Birth Control
In-Office Procedures
PMS & Menstrual Problems
Accepting New Patients
Complete Patient Confidentiality
530 Neff Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(540)432-1234
Fax:(540)432-1307

Daft... To my Landlord for not letting
me know I needed Renter's Insurance
BEFORE our building caught fire.
From an unhappy tenant who now
has nothing but toasted memories.

Toll Free: 1-800-243-4314
Emergency: (540) 433-4100

HAPPY THANKSGIVING
•Participate* wlthTrigon, Southern Heath, VHP,
Cigna & Medicare

Get Ready for Life Skills
cob.jmu.edu/lifeskills
Paid .i il M-I i IM mi n i by College of Buiineu
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(540) 438-0080
KfSfe

120 University Blvd,
Ace *rr r**

DinnerSpecial

Rt's Drinks & Desserts

1

Regular Fountain 22oz (Free Refills)
1 10
Iced Tea 22oz (Free Refills)
1 10
Bottled Drinks Available
(Pepsi, Diet Pepsi. Mugs Root Beer. Sundrop, Sobe Aquafina)

Starting Tonight thru this Friday
All Menu Items are 10S Off
from5-8pm

Otis Spunkmever Cookies
Pies by the slice
Homemade Milkshakes

.33 each or 3 for 1.00
2.29
2.39
2.99
3.29
4.29

Char-Grilled Hamburger
Char-6rilled Cheeseburger
Steak & Cheese

RT's BBQ Chicken

Deli Sandwiches & Subs - (Served Hot or cold)
Turkey 4 Cheese
4.29
Ham * Cheese
429
Roast Beef & Cheese
4 29
Pastrami A Cheese _
4.29
Veggie & Cheese
3.29
Choice of Bread: Sub Roll or Sandwich Bun
Sandwiches Served on White or Wheat Bread $3 29

3.49

3.89

grilled Chicken Tenders
Dipping Sauces: RT's BBQ, Honey Mustard, or Ranch

.

Rt's Sandwiches, subs & wraps

All Chicken is grilled and marinated in a family recipe of vinegar based bbq.
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

I \-*f~ &

Open 11
Monday r• Saturday
Dine r O Carry Out

Grilled Chicken Sub
4.29
Grilled Chicken Dinner
5.69
6oz of RTs BBQ chicken Diet served with your choice of side item and bread.

Wraps- (Served with Your Choice of Toppings)
RT's Chicken
Dell (Turkey, Ham, Roast Beef. Pastrami)

RT's French Fries, Sides & Salads
Chips
French Fries
Coleslaw. Macaroni Salad, Potato Salad

.39
1.10
1.19

The "Gardner" Garden Salad
Add RT's Chicken

2.79
.99

Veggie

-3.99
3 99
3^

Sandwich Toppings:
Lettuce, Tomato. Onions, Green peppers, Mushrooms, Jalapeno Peppers.
Banana Peppers, Pickles. Mayonnaise, Mustard, Salt, Pepper, Oil & Vinegar
Your Choice of Cheese (American, Swiss, Provolone)

Chef Salad
3.99
Ranch, Thousand Island, Italian, Blue Cheese.
French. Honey Mustard, Fat Free Italian, Fat Free Ranch

Char- Grilled Hot Dog
All beef hot dog served on a bun with your choice of
ketchup, mustard, onion, chili, and relish

f]

1.19

BNZ9&SI33

V

NOW ACCEPTING JAC CARDS!

Use your JAC to pay with FLEX at these local businesses.

Its Late, You're Hungry,

And JAC is Buying!
JAC accepted over the phone
for delivery orders
at Chanellos Pizza

The Campus Pizza

CaiupUS One Large

The Campus Pizza

$

Specials: £^Toppin9
Party Five Large
_.

-*

$

One Topping

Pack: Pizzas

1',.-'.■

JAC

574-4700

Hours:

Sun-Wed. 11 am-2 am
Thurs-Sat. 11 am-3:30 am

425 N. Main St • Harrisonburg

Monday Deal
2 Large*

•

1 Topping $10.9'
Pizzas

T
I
I dda« *\
I
Liter
I

t valid wfth any other offer • monday only I| toany laroapUzs

Wednesday Deal
. * Add an

•49C
llmKona par order-tuesday only

! Order of
|

m any large ptoa

.49^

